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As  American  as...

baseball.

washable energy efficient fire retardant easy to install

Standard shutters produced in 7 days; specialty shapes produced in 4 weeks.

eclipseshut ters.com

Why wait six weeks for your profits?

For nearly 20 years Eclipse has been designing innovative and functional shutters 
with an unprecedented 7-Day Production Guarantee. How? Our shutters are 
custom made locally by Eclipse licensed fabricators across America. We offer  
you affordable elegance for today’s consumer.

It pays to go local. Quicker Installation. Faster Profits.

http://www.eclipseshutters.com
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Vygovska of Vitalia Inc. and Lili Wright of Wright Design. See more photos of the 
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WHat We’re LOVinG nOW …

Neil  (Micro-topia)
I’m really excited about 
what I call micro-custom-
izing—the technology that 
allows us to offer one-of-
a-kind designs for clients 
at affordable prices. For 
the first time, with com-
panies such as Comfortex 
and Adaptive Textiles, you 
can order fabric by the 

yard with any digital design printed upon it, or a window 
shade in any color with any graphic. Micro-customizing is 
truly what custom really means.

octive (Flower Power)
The International Flower 
Show at Epcot each year 
has served as an educa-
tion and inspiration for my 
garden and flower beds. 
And the arrival of spring 
means a variety of colors 
bursting from my plant-
ings once again, a fresh 
bouquet of inspiration ev-

ery day. It offers a fresh palette I’d suggest to a client for 
their interior fabric, paint color or art work.

Connie (Purple Reign)
Early last year I was in 
Italy and in the shops 
and markets I visited I 
was intrigued by a Purple 
Evolution —the color was 
just everywhere! You al-
ways hear that trends 
come over from Europe, 
and sure enough, purple 
has started trickling into 

all aspects of design once again in the U.S. It’s been fun 
to observe and enjoy the process of seeing a trend grow 
and take shape.

Carlette (Family, Valued)
What I love now is still 
having my husband of 33 
years with me after a se-
rious illness.  Also, having 
my 81-year-young mother 
helping me sew every day 
and my 83-year-young 
father to be in my cheer-
ing section.  Last but not 
least my son works with 

me oneday a week so I get to spend time with him. In this 
last year I have learned to appreciate the really important 
things and not sweat the small stuff.

mailto:beth@gracemcnamarainc.com
mailto:susan@gracemcnamarainc.com
mailto:tracewriter@sbcglobal.net
mailto:shannonl@gracemcnamarainc.com
mailto:kcaldwell@kasnicmedia.com
mailto:paulina@gracemcnamarainc.com
mailto:grace@gracemcnamarainc.com
mailto:peggy@gracemcnamarainc.com
mailto:beth@gracemcnamarainc.com
mailto:deb@gracemcnamarainc.com
mailto:kurt@gracemcnamarainc.com
mailto:shannon@gracemcnamarainc.com
mailto:ania@gracemcnamarainc.com
mailto:kristy@gracemcnamarainc.com
http://www.wf-vision.com
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ear readers, VISION10: 
IWCE held in Atlanta last 
month was a testament 
to this industry—despite 

the ongoing financial challenges our 
industry has had to bear, participating 
exhibitors and attendees were positive 
and supercharged!  An attitude of  “We 
can do it!” prevailed and most everyone 
who attended left the event with some-
thing to help their business grow.
 
I would like to personally thank every 
person and association that made our 
annual industry gathering event a suc-
cess. My favorite part is getting to see 
friends and business colleagues in per-
son to exchange business challenges, 
personal updates and stories of cour-
age and valor!
 
There were a surprising amount of 
exciting new product introductions 
(see our coverage starting on page 38).  
Jackie Von Tobel led a group of inter-
nationally known “design bloggers” 
who were shocked and delighted at 
the breadth of products offered by this 
industry.  It just demonstrated that we 

have to get out of our shell and promote 
our great products to the consumer.  
Every one of you can do it—on your 
website, through e-newsletters to your 
clients, by contacting your local media. 
If you attended VISION10, be your local 
design reporter and send your regional 
media information on what is new and 
hot in window fashions. 
 
Although next year’s show is not until 
April in Tampa, there are many ways to 
keep informed about what’s new and 
exciting—this magazine, for example, 
our bi-monthly Business Newsletter 
(subscribe online at wf-vision.com), 
our WFCP program, Industry News on 
our website, etc. 

But communication works both ways: 
We want to hear from you, so send us 
your success stories, photos of window 
fashions you have created and ideas of 
what you would like to see in future is-
sues of Vision. 
 
Your support is what keeps this maga-
zine going.  In order for us to continue 
producing a print magazine, we ask that 

you subscribe —it’s only $22 per year—
about six lattes. Log onto our website,  
wf-vision.com and hit subscribe. The 
first new 25 subscribers will receive a 
beautiful, never-been-opened, hard-
cover design book from our library. If 
you are not one of the first 25, you still 
get hundreds of ideas to inspire you 
and to help your business in every is-
sue. OK, do it now, before you forget!
 
Have a great summer! V

 

Grace McNamara
President and CEO
Grace McNamara Inc.

Positivity is
Contagious
Keep that Atlanta Attitude Going!
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Home improvement spending will recover this year, according to the Leading Indicator of Remodeling Activity (LIRA) released today 

LOG ON TO wF-VISION.cOM FOR THE 
LATEST INDUSTRY NEWS AND WEB-
ONLY ExCLUSIVE STORIES.
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by the Remodeling Futures Program at the Joint Center for Housing Studies of Harvard University. The LIRA suggests annual spend-

the Fine Art of Shutters

A revolution in window treatments, Masterpiece ShuttersTM 

transform classic plantation shutters into beautifully framed 

paintings, fine photographs and intricate engravings—

any image you can imagine.

Create 
the Unexpected

The smooth, patent pending, flat louver design gives you     

seamless imagery and blocks more light than conventional 

shutters. 

They open and close via patent pending “push in, push out” 

technology.

All Masterpiece ShuttersTM are custom-made to client 

specifications. For permanence, art and photography are printed 

directly on the slats in high resolution UV-protected inks. 

Flat  Talk

Masterpiece Shutters
5500 Technology Park Blvd.

Auburn, NY 13021

P    315.252.7542

F    315.252.5786

E    peter@mackstudios.com

Contact Information
Peter S. Maciulewicz, President

peter@mackstudios.com

Hillary Ford, Account Manager

hillary@mackstudios.com

Engraved

Printed

mailto:peter@mackstudios.com
mailto:hillary@mackstudios.com
mailto:peter@mackstudios.com
http://www.masterpieceshutters.com/
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ing will accelerate, with nearly five percent growth in 2010. “The gradual recovery in the broader economy could produce the first 
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Where’s Your Competition?
Housing and job indicators are up, though shaky. Retail spending was up in the first quarter of 
2010. And it’s projected that home improvement spending will increase for the first time since 

2006 (see the crawl, starting on page 6). So, where’s that money likely to be spent?

$1.3 Million
Total amount Americans will spend on closet renovations in 2010
—Closets Magazine

$3,500
Prior to the recession, the fastest-growing 
sector of the home improvement industry 
was garage reorganization projects. Espe-
cially the $10,000+ catgeory.
—Peachtree Consulting Group

Average cost for a master bedroom closet renovation.
—Closet Storage Professionals Association

2,438Average square footage of new single-family 
homes in 2009, the first decrease recorded 
since 1981.—U.S. Census Bureau

128.9%
The 2009-2010 cost vs. value ratio for 
replacing an entry door in a home with 
a new steel and wood door, the high-
est-ranked home improvement in the 
survey.—Remodeling Magazine

19% Projected growth in the interior design employment 
market, 2008-2018, with specialty areas such as health-
care, ergonomics, green and senior/age-in-place to see 
the strongest growth.—U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics

In spite of the recession, the kitchen 
remains the most popular room to ren-
ovate, with a major project costing on 
average $57,215, and a minor remodel 
averaging $21,411.
—Remodeling Magazine
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www.sunlandshutters.com
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www.astraproductsltd.com

www.conradshades.com

www.gcwc.com

www.kensingtonblinds.com

www.rowleycompany.com

www.lafvb.com

www.ironartbyorion.com

www.draperies.com

www.shuttersmart.com

www.helserbrothers.com

www.woodlandblinds.com

annual spending increase for the industry since 2006,” says Nicolas P. Retsinas, director of the Joint Center for Housing Studies.

NEW loWEr pricEs
pricE BrEAKs,

incredible value is right at your fingertips

With our

and

At Rowley Company, we know that your customers are 
putting an emphasis on saving and value. 

So, we’ve put that same emphasis on the products we provide to you.  
Now you can take advantage of volume price breaks. Free shipping on 
select lining. Monthly specials. Even new lower pricing on a variety of 
items including clear poly tubing, angle irons, brass rods, lift cord, poly 
pillows and much more.

And because we’re the industry leader in decorating supplies, you know 
you’ll get the highest quality products while you’re saving money.

If you’re looking to stretch your dollar, look no further than Rowley 
Company. Go online for this month’s specials!

www.RowleyCompany.com

1-800-343-4542

http://www.astraproductsltd.com
http://www.shuttersmart.com
http://www.cataniasilk.com
http://www.conradshades.com
http://www.draperies.com
http://www.helserbrothers.com
http://www.dreamdraper.com
http://www.graberblinds.com
http://www.gcwc.com
http://www.ironartbyorion.com
http://www.kensingtonblinds.com
http://www.lafvb.com
http://www.rowleycompany.com
http://www.somfysystems.com
http://www.sunlandshutters.com
http://www.vertilux.com
http://www.woodlandblinds.com
http://www.RowleyCompany.com
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The Right Strategy
Right Now

Fabricator Focus: ShutterSmart
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ith the uncertain economy and stag-
nant housing industry, what’s in store for 
window-coverings fabricators for the re-
mainder of 2010? It’s anyone’s guess, but 

one thing is certain: success hangs in the balance.. Yet, as 
ominous as that sounds, what lies ahead doesn’t have to 
be tighter margins and brutal competition—at least not 
for fabricators who adhere to solid, long-term business 
practices and concentrate on their custom-
ers. Viken Ohanesian, president of Monte-
bello, Calif-based ShutterSmart, believes 
fabricators who work to help their custom-
ers will find themselves in a stronger posi-
tion by year’s end.

The Value Plan: 
“I think too many fabricators waste too 
much of their valuable time chasing cus-
tomers by lowering prices,” Ohanesian 
says. “It’s a strategy that is a waste of time 
and in the end is short-lived. The market-
place is looking for innovation, better ways 
of doing things and value. Dealers are 
looking for the same. If businesses focus 
on these things, it will be a much better en-
vironment for everyone in which to deliver 
greater value and to grow.”

To its success, Ohanesian has built Shut-
terSmart on the ideas of innovation and 
value and, along with some planning foresight, has kept 
it strong despite other uncertainties. “It has been a chal-
lenging environment,” he admits, “but we’ve kept going 
because of our strong financial backing and support from 
our core customer base. We consolidated early on and 
that helped us. We’ve continued our focus on growing our 

business through innovations that have helped our cus-
tomers in this economic environment.”

An extruder and fabricator of wood and vinyl-clad shut-
ters, ShutterSmart supplies components, panels and 
finished shutters to window coverings dealers mainly 
across the southern tier of states. This market concentra-
tion also is part of the company’s success. “Fabrication is 

a regional business due to shipping and service costs,” 
Ohanesian says. “We fabricate in California and Florida 
and ship throughout the Southern Belt.”
 
In recent years, shutter fabrication has seen growth and 
retrenchment—trends that reflect other window cover-

By HOWard sHinGLe
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ings products and, to some degree, the industry itself. 
“Shutters have had a good run in the last 10 years, but 
over the last two years the whole industry has become 
smaller,” says Ohanesian. Looking ahead, fabricators 
would do well to plan their products with new customer 
challenges in mind. “We see lower prices, short lead times 
and eco-friendly shutters being the major themes moving 
forward,” Ohanesian explains. “Our Polyclad wood shut-
ters really fit that bill because we have a durable product 
that leaves the smallest environmental footprint of any 
alternatives.” He adds that these shutters are made in 
five days and offer pricing that is attractive to dealers.

Ohanesian’s customer-focused plans extend beyond 2010. 
“In the near term we are looking to build closer relation-
ships with our dealer network,” Ohanesian says. To do that, 
he believes fabricators need to understand dealers’ needs 
and “cut them some slack when they really need your sup-
port. In the long run, we hope to see these relationships 
flourish and grow with the changing economy.”

ShutterSmart had its start in 1993 as one of the first window 
coverings fabricators to offer a patented poly-clad wood 
shutter. “We designed the product as an intelligent solution 
to the most common problems in wood shutters,” Ohane-
sian explains. “With ShutterSmart, [dealers] never need to 

Viken Ohanesian 
ShutterSmart.com

CLOSER LOOK

...Tried and True...

SM Automatic provides the trade with a full line 
of the fi nest available motors and controls for:

draperies
cellular and roman shades

sunscreen and room darkening shades
horizontal and vertical blinds

and more

Available to The Trade Only
Visit us on the web at: www.smautomatic.com

Contact us at: sales@smautomatic.com
Telephone: 800.533.3040 / 310.559.6405   Fax: 310.559.9764

3351 Jack Northrop Ave., Hawthorne CA 90250

SM Automatic has been providing cord drive drapery 
motors to the window fashion industry since 1982.

The Model 5 Drapery Motor is the latest and most 
technically advanced version, in a long line of 

amazingly reliable and beautifully crafted operators.

A simple add-on to almost any traversing cord drawn 
rod, it gives your client the ability to control their 

draperies at the touch of a button, while giving you 
the opportunity to enhance the sale.

be concerned about durability, price, lead time or making a 
decision that leaves a large environmental footprint.”

As the company grew, it expanded into two facilities of 
about 100,000 square feet and today employs 150 people 
between its extrusion facilities and its fabrication and 
distribution headquarters.

With all this in place, Ohanesian foresees continued 
growth through ShutterSmart’s leading shutter product. 
“Our poly-clad wood shutters have been a staple product 
and have really done well for us,” he says.

But supporting this product line is Ohanesian’s over-
arching business philosophy of being customer-friendly. 
“Maintaining any solid business is based on a great prod-
uct, hard work and integrity. We work hard for our cus-
tomers, honor our commitments and really look out for 
our customers’ best interests.” V

http://www.smautomatic.com
mailto:sales@smautomatic.com
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Why I Love

Two Decades of Design

fter 20 years in business Karen C. Hardy is 
still excited to meet new clients for the first 
time and start what she calls “the dating pro-
cess of ideas.”

“The most important thing to remember at the beginning 
is to shut up and listen to what your client is saying,” she 
explains with a laugh. “It is a lot like dating in that this 
is your time to gather information, understand their likes 
and dislikes, and then together you figure out where to go 
from there.”

Hardy has seen design and color trends cycle in and out 
during her 20 years in business, crediting her success and 
longevity to her listening skills, but also to sticking with 
a core philosophy that seeks to balance five critical ele-
ments in every project.

Design:
“I evaluate not only the room and the window, but the 
shapes and spaces around the treatment, and consider 
how a finished treatment might enhance, disguise or alter 
these shapes. For example, in a room with lots of straight 
lines and right angles we might suggest incorporating 
some curves or flowing movement to the treatment.”

Style:
“Most clients confuse the idea of style and design, thinking 
they are one and the same. Style is the impression of the 
space, what you see, or the mood you might want to set, 
such as modern, traditional, Victorian, etc. A good design 
is one that creates or enhances the style and the overall 
aethestics of the space.”

Size:
“This is about understanding proportion and scale. A well-
designed window treatment has to be appropriately sized 
for the window opening, the proportions of the room and 
the style you’re trying to achieve.”

Color: 
“Selecting the right color palette for your project can make 
or break anything that you may have planned with the 
first three steps—colors that are intense can create ex-
citement or drama, while soft, muted tones can be gentle 
and tranquil.

“When it comes to color I always advise my clients to 
choose their palette carefully. You don’t want to go all-out 
with a trendy color-of-the-month and then spend years 
regretting that decision. And let’s face it, people don’t 
change their window treatments that often! So better to 
save those fashion-forward colors for accent pieces.”

Texture:
“Texture impacts 
all four of the 
previous compo-
nents. An ivory 
sheer in a smooth 
sateen weave 
drapes different, 
works with light 
differently, and 
creates a differ-
ent style that the 
exact same ivory 
color in a leno 
weave. Textured 
fabrics have a 
way of grabbing 
the light in a 
room and chang-
ing the look of the 
fabric throughout 
the day and eve-
ning. I think un-
derstanding and 
working with tex-
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Karen C. Hardy, WFCP, of Accent Draperys & Interiors in 
Richmond, Va.

For a pair of narrow windows Hardy designed 
an asymmetrical look to add width. The sheers 
filter the light while blending in with the walls; 
a one-way draw means they completely disap-
pear behind the stationary panels, both options 
which also help widen the room.



CaroleNet.com

Dreams and Ideas 
Brought to Life

© 2010 Carole Fabrics

CaroleNet is an innovative approach to custom decorating. Order Cut Yardage, Custom 
Draperies, Top Treatments, Roman Shades, Bedcoverings and Accessories with ease.  

Search and Find Over 10,000 Designer Fabrics, Trim and Hardware.

All the Tools, Resources and Information You Need at Your Finger Tips. Available 24/7:

• Place Orders
• Check Stock
• Fabric & Trim Search

• Product Specifications
• Prompted Order Forms
• Prepare/ Save Quotes

• Instant Pricing
• View Order Status
• View Special Promotions

Log onto CaroleNet.com and Watch all Your Dreams Become Reality.
If you aren’t registered please email carolenet.setup@carolefabrics.com with 
your account number to receive your user ID and password. 

mailto:setup@carolefabrics.com
http://www.carolefabrics.com/
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tures is one of the most overlooked aspects of window 
treatment design. And one of the most difficult for cli-
ents to understand.”

Building From the Core:
Working from these core principles has allowed Har-
dy to adapt to the changing nature of the custom win-
dow treatment design business. 

“I have my favorite designs, treatments I love to make 
that I think are beautiful, and in the past I may have 
‘defaulted’  to those styles sometimes, but the best de-
signs are those that transform the client’s life by giv-
ing them a space they will enjoy for years to come. It 
really is all about meeting the specific needs of that 
client, in that space, with that style, and each one is 
different.

“Ten years ago my clients were interested in simple 
swags and jabots, box-pleated valances and other 
fairly simple treatments. Today customers bring in de-
signs inspired by such a plethora of print and e-media 
sources and are much more interested in distinctive, 
unique designs. It’s challenging, but fun. Clients are 
more sophisticated and it’s helped me stretch my cre-
ativity and my skills to match their needs.

“And I’ve found that once you have built that trust, that 
you can not only meet but exceed their expectations. 
They’ll want and expect even more from you. Over- 
delivering on this 
level is good for busi-
ness!” Hardy says that 
while she initially only 
sold custom window 
treatments, today her 
business is more di-
versified. The majority 
of her sales—60 per-
cent—still come from 
window treatments, 
but now 20 percent 
are from interior de-
sign services and 15 
percent of sales are 
upholstery, balanced 
by accessory sales. 

Hardy also enjoys the 
more collaborative ap-
proach to design that 
has become the norm. 

“The best projects are 
when a client takes 
ownership and works 

A palette of browns, chocolates, gold and persimmon is welcoming and relaxing. The client wanted a space where 
friends and family would feel comfortable, but was still sleek and sophisticated. Here the window treatment is beautiful 
and functional but is not meant to be over-the-top, as that would compete with the main purpose of the room.

Elegance and glamour were the key words used by this client for her formal 
dining room. Although the space is only used a few times a year, those occa-
sions were very important to her. The goal is achieved with layers of iridescent 
silk that flow from softly pleated headers to full ball-gown style skirts. The soft 
curve of the top layer features a beaded tassel trim, an accent that is picked up  
on the faux roman shade.
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This young single homeowner wanted a very modern feel with minimum 
coverage, but nothing aggressive or hard-edged. A soft pleated valance 
comes to a gentle center point with jabots on the outer ends. Iridescent 
sheers diffuse the light and pick up on the browns, blues, and soft golds 
in the valance.

A popular color combination continues to be cool blues and warm 
chocolates. For this client, who loves soft curves, Hardy designed the 
shape of the cornice around the fabric’s gently flowing lines.

with us, but still trusts our experience to make those criti-
cal decisions. The communication is open and productive, 
the result of doing your homework on the front end.”

Always an Issue:
However, Handy admits that even after 20 years in busi-
ness there are still certain core issues that almost every 
new client walks in with, including being concerned, puz-
zled or just plain stubborn.

“Sometimes they meet me for the first time, absolutely 
certain that they know what they want for their windows, 
without really understanding the possibilities true custom 
window treatments offer. 

”So now there’s this gap between what they thought they 
knew and what they now see, and that can become in-
timidating for some clients. All of a sudden they’re un-
certain—afraid of selecting the wrong fabric, the wrong 
look and concerned that they really don’t know what they 
want. You have to talk them back from that and get them 
recommitted—so it’s back to my analogy of a first date!”

Hardy believes the custom window treatment industry 
needs to take some lessons from businesses. “Our in-
dustry needs to develop standards of excellence that are 
well recognized by the average homeowner. We’ve done a 
good enough job within our industry of raising the level 
of training and standards, but the consumer doesn’t know 
why working with a WFCP-certified designer is a better 
choice for them, or why a WCAA-certified workroom is of 
value. It’s a big piece of the puzzle that’s missing: a set of 
acknowledged standards that are a brand, associated with 
quality and integrity, in the eyes of the consumer.”

But she’s postive we’ll get there:“This industry has some 
of the most positive and dedicated people you’ll ever find. 
The best suppliers in the industry are true partners, will-
ing and able to help in many ways.

“And it’s such a great business to be in! After all, windows 
are looked at, as much as they’re looked out. They spend a 
lot of time as the center of attention in a room, so each new 
project is challenging and exciting. Even after 20 years, I 
still believe that my best window treatment is within me, 
waiting to be designed and created!”  V

Karen C. Hardy, Accent Draperys & Interiors 
AccentDraperys.com

CLOSER LOOK
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I’m Officially  
Obsessed With

Octive Healey on Fashion Details
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At some point we’ve all noticed the fine detailing on a sewn product, whether it was 
simple pin-tucks on a soft gossamer gown or buttons, bows, pleats, ruffles or pearls on 
a piece of clothing— something a little different, a little added “extra touch.” In particular, 
my interest in fine artful details started years ago as I began browsing children’s clothing 
boutiques. To this day I am unable to walk past a children’s specialty shop without go-
ing in or, if closed, carefully studying the window display. ¶ My interest in details quickly 
turned into obsession when Vera Wang’s bridal collection came on the scene. Wang lov-
ingly manipulates luxurious materials, sheer and textural, to express all that is feminine, 
romantic and whimsical. And in 2004, when Wang launched a full women’s line, she 
continued to develop her unique style, filled with innovative details. ¶ As my professional 
training and portfolio of couture window and bedding designs has expanded, so too has 
my use of incorporating fine detailing. Translating details from periods of interest or a 
favorite clothing designer inspires my more creative and innovative designs. It helps me 
show my clients “These are not your mother’s draperies!”  V
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OPPOSITE PAGE: I love the details Vera Wang incorporates into all of 
her designs. I can see these as elegant tiebacks, of course, but there’s 
also the idea of swagging different type of materials, can you just 
imagine that center necklace transformed into a beaded Austrian 
valance? Or the top on the far right as a panel? 

RIGHT: I saw so many fantastic details at the Maison&Objet show in 
January, but what I keep returning to are these dreamy Belgium linen 
gauze panels—one version with loose “pockets” and another with 
torn-edge godet inserts.

ABOVE: A page from my sketch books that shows how I try to incor-
porate design details in interesting and innovative applications for 
my clients. I’ve found that these ideas are what they respond to and 
remember—after all they can get a grommet panel anywhere!

What is Right Start Coaching Program?
The online coaching program is developed 
specifi cally for design and window covering 
professionals by Minutes Matter and offered 
exclusively through WFCP. Earn credits to-
ward WFCP’s Business Strategy Certifi cation 
as you learn.  Each session is specifi cally tai-
lored to suit your business needs. You’ll learn 
to utilize QuickBooks to your advantage.

How Does It Work?
It’s simple and easy. During our program 
limited to 10 people; you’ll get 1.5 hour 
online sessions with live Q and A. Plus, private 
one-on-one sessions. You’ll actually create a 
company, perform tasks, generate reports and 
determine profi tability all from the comfort of 
your own offi ce.

WFCP and Minutes Matter Present

What you get when you sign up for the 
Right Start Novice level:

•  4-Weekly Group Coaching Lesson 
Online (1.5 hrs). You will be able to ask 
questions.

•  2-Weekly private online coaching 
session (1hr).

•  1 Private QuickBooks “Tune-up Ap-
pointment” Consult where we’ll review: 
Job Flow Process, Down payment 
Procedure, Review Chart of Accounts 
balances, List Maintenance, Follow-up 
emailed Action List 

•  Weekly email follow-up re:
lesson project progress

•  IDQ/WFCP Certifi cate of Completion
•  Much More.

Program Dates: 
September 21, 28, 
and October 5, 12, 2010

What you get when you sign up for the 
Right Start Advanced level:

•  2-Weekly Group Coaching Lesson 
Online (1.5 hrs). You will be able to ask 
questions.

•  2-Weekly private online coaching 
session (1hr).

•  1- Private QuickBooks “Tune-up Ap-
pointment” Consult where we’ll review: 
Job Flow Process, Down payment 
Procedure, Review Chart of Accounts 
balances, List Maintenance, Follow-up 
emailed Action List 

•  Weekly email follow-up re: lesson 
project progress

•  IDQ/WFCP Certifi cate of Completion
•  Much More.

Program Dates:
October 19 & 26, 2010

presented by

More information minutesmatter.com
or  wf-vision.com/education.aspx

$697
(Save $150, reg. $847.) 

or choose a 
2-payments of 

$348.50.

quickbook_half.indd   1 6/4/10   4:31:31 PM
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A Tangled Process

The “Shade Recall” Situation and
What it May Mean For You
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he WFCP team gets daily e-mails regarding the 
status of the “shade recall” from members and 
non-members alike. They range from inquiries 
asking for status updates to questions such as: 

“What’s all the fuss about?”; “Should I be concerned?”; 
and “How will this affect me?” To better serve members, 
the team joined forces the Window Coverings Association 
of America (WCAA) early this year, announcing that we 
would be hosting webinars as soon as the standards were 
announced to keep both of our memberships informed. 

Frankly, we probably jumped the gun with those an-
nouncements, because while it seems as if there has been 
a lot of discussion and activity on this issue, including ad-
ditional manufacturers voluntarily recalling shades, there 
hasn’t been much concrete information mde available. 
But we view the recall as breaking news that is essential 
to our membership and so we have been following it and 
asking for updates the best we could. It’s understandable 
that the process is in flux; what isn’t clear is why the or-
ganizations that seem to be developing the new standards 
are so hesitant to inform the very people that will have to 
adjust, test and comply with the standards—the excep-
tion being large manufacturers.

Who’s Who:
To this end, we invited Ralph Vasami, executive direc-
tor of the Window Covering Manufacturers Association 
(WCMA), to speak in the WFCP lounge at Vision10 to 
update attendees and exhibitors alike about the recall. 
(WCMA and Window Covering Safety Council members 
were given an update in meetings during the show, but if 
you were not a member you were not privy to the info.) 
Two members of the WFCP Advisory Board, Marie Mou-
radian and Carol Collins, sat down with Vascumi and had 
an in-depth conversation about the mine field that is the  
roman shade product recall. For all of us at the table, this 
face-to-face conversation led to thinking that there are 
lots of people in the industry that might not be aware of 
what the WCMA and WCSC are, what their roles in the 
industry are, and what that means to us, the other profes-
sional in the industry.

By deB Barrett

Here’s a snapshot of both the WCMA and the WCSC. 
Whether you care to believe it or not, much of what we’ll 
be selling and servicing in the future is in their hands. 

WCMA:
Organized in the 1950s as the Venetian Blind Council,  
the WCMA represents the interests of the industry  
manufacturers, fabricators and assemblers. The WCMA 
has three membership categories: manufacturers,  
fabricators and associates. Membership in the manufac-
turers category is limited to companies engaged in the 
business of manufacturing or assembling interior or ex-
terior window covering products, such as Springs Win-
dow Fashions, Hunter Douglas, Levelor Kirsch, Green 
Mountain Vista, MechoShade, 3 Day Blinds and Rollease, 
among others. The fabricator category includes mem-
bers whose companies are engaged in the business of  
fabricating or assembly of interior or exterior window 
coverings. The associates category includes members 
whose companies are not eligible for membership in the 
manufacturer or fabricator categories, but are interested 
in the welfare of the industry. Suppliers of goods and  
services to manufacturers and fabricators comprise many 
of the members in the associates category, including com-
ponents, machinery, etc.

From a quick tour of the membership requirements and 
application, it seems that joining as a manufacturer or 
fabricator (independent, entrepreneurial workrooms in-
cluded) is the best route to take as those yearly dues are 
based on revenues. That said, the WFCP advisory board 
would like to lobby for a new category or another level 
of membership for those workrooms and fabrication 
studios that do less than $2 million a year. Let’s face it, 
$1,000 is steep dues, but small, independent businesses 
are a critical segment of this industry. 

WCSC:
The Window Covering Safety Council (WCSC) is a coali-
tion, formed in 1994, of major U.S. manufacturers, import-
ers and retailers of window coverings dedicated to educat-
ing consumers about window cord safety. The minimum 
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fee to join the WCSC is $1,000 per year, and there are 
additional costs to participate in the technical commit-
tee—and this is where the details of the shade cord safety 
standands are being worked out.

As part of its ongoing public information campaign to in-
crease cord-safety awareness and to help prevent cord 
accidents, the WCSC provides consumers with free cord 
stops, tassels and tie-down devices for corded window 
blinds, shades and draperies that are outdated and do not 
meet the latest safety standards. 

In December 2009, the Consumer Products Safety Council 
(CPSC) and the WCSC announced an industry-wide vol-
untary action plan covering roman-style shades and roll-
up blinds to prevent the potential hazard of strangulation 
to young children. According to information provided by 
the CPSC, since 1990 more than 200 infants and young 
children have died from accidentally strangling in win-
dow cords. 

Where We’re At:
Finally, what about the shade recall? At press time, this is 
what we know: The technical committee of the WCSC is 
working with the CPSC on new standards for roman and 
roll-up shades, hopefully still to be announced in 2010. 
For a variety of reasons they cannot share any more de-
tails than this. So that leaves us a great many important, 
to-be-determined questions:
    • Will the new standards be voluntary?
    • What will be the process to comply?
    • Must I have my products tested by a third party?
    •  Will shades I have sold prior to the standards and after 

the recall be grandfathered in?
    • What is my future liability if my client sells her home?
    • Who is liable, the designer? Fabricator? Installer?
    •  Should I be selling any shades now if new standards 

are coming soon? 

The members of the WFCP advisory board are developing 
a request to submit to the WCMA regarding a new mem-
bership level. The consensus was that this issue is too big 
for independent workrooms and producers not to have 
voice in the outcome. Check the WFCP page on the wf-vi-
sion.com website for updates and details on this process—
as the outcome will impact all of our businesses. V

Window Covering Manufacturers Association 
WCMAnet.org

WCSC
WindowCoverings.org

CLOSER LOOK
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Being There

The Principles of Awareness
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fter nearly two years of sinking sales, custom-
ers are buying again. It’s a welcome relief that 
is coming none too soon. Some in our industry 
are wary that this is temporary, but don’t be-

lieve it.  Sure, there may be a slow month down the road, 
but the continuing trend will be up.

But with that good news comes some related marketing 
questions and issues. Perhaps your marketing efforts were 
one of the areas you had to cut back on to make it through 
the worst of the downturn. Or perhaps, in the good times, 
your business relied solely on word of mouth and now that 
you’ve realized you do need to market yourself, you’re not 
sure where to begin.

The importance of awareness is one critical aspect of 
marketing to understand when developing your plan. 
Remember, “awareness” means potential customers 
must know the name of your business, the products and 
services you offer, and be willing to consider you when 
they are ready to buy. To get an idea of how important 
this is, use your own experiences as validation. When a 
new product comes out—a cleaning solution for home, 
new makeup that reduces wrinkles, a new car that is tai-
lored for the way you live—how do you respond? Chanc-
es are, you will see two or three TV or print commercials 
before you even notice the product.  Then, after a few 
more impressions, you begin to notice some of the fea-
tures and benefits, but still don’t commit.  Maybe, if you 
know you could use the product, after 15 to 20 impres-
sions, you might, just might, take a chance and purchase 
it to see what you think. 

That’s the same process potential customers go through 
when they consider you for their custom window treat-
ments and design services. Here, I lay out the fundamen-
tals of awareness, the elements of any marketing efforts 
that are key to its success.

Your Name:
Customers need to know your business name and should 
know your personal name. Window treatment design is 
a creative, personal business for the buyer. Homeowners 

By steVen C. BUrsten 

who want the good stuff want to work with a person they 
trust and believe in. How many potential customers know 
your name and how to reach you?

Products and Services:
What do you sell and how do you sell it?  Think like a per-
son outside our industry.  According to research, both in 
our own surveys at Exciting Windows! and supplier focus 
groups, buying window coverings is one of the most per-
plexing purchases of any home product. If you want car-
pet you know where to go. Same with furniture or light-
ing. But what about window coverings? Should you go on 
the Internet? Shop a box store? Visit a specialty store? 
Call an interior designer? Phone a truck- based blinds 
business? Do you have to go to the store and take your 
measurements? Can you buy draperies at the same place 
you buy blinds? And vice versa? Can you get blinds from 
your ”drapery lady”? It’s critical for potential customers to 
know the entire range of products and services you sell—
from a single window treatment complete with measure-
ment and installation services to full-room consultations 
and make-overs.

Consideration:
This is the most important level. Ford Motor is a good ex-
ample. Two years ago they hired a marketing expert from 
Toyota (bet he’s glad he made the change, today).  He stat-
ed in a newspaper interview that, “Everyone knows who 
the Ford Motor Co. is; everyone knows the products we 
sell. But, our problem is, people won’t consider us. They 
won’t come into our showroom when it comes time to buy 
a new car.” Homeowners may know who you are and what 
you sell, but they must consider you when it comes time to 
buy window coverings. 

Get Started:
With a lot of decorators and retail stores out of business 
—our internal research at Exciting Windows! notes 20 
percent have disconnected phones—business owners 
who have continued to communicate will be the first ones 
that homeowners turn to. But, if you have not been pro-
moting, now is the time to start—it’s critical to the success 
of your business.
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Here’s a a quick overview of the most important market-
ing efforts you should have in your arsenal:

     •  Website: If you still don’t have a website, get one! The 
Internet is not a fad, and if you’re not on the Web you 
don’t exist for most consumers. If you have a website, 
make sure the look and the information is accurate, 
up to date and that there are options for visitors to 
contact you and for you to communicate with clients.

     •  E-mail & Social Media: I realize these are two very 
different forms of outreach, but my point for both is 
that for certain target markets, this is practically the 
only way to reach them. Know who you want to talk 
to and know what method of communciation they 
prefer. And again, if you’re not currently engaged in 
either of these efforts, you’re missing out on a huge 
number of potential customers. 

     •  Mailings and Flyers: Postcards and other inexpensive 
mailings to your past customer lists are great ways to 
keep in touch when it comes to decorating decisions; 
while targeted neighborhood flyer campaigns can 
reach decorating decision-makers.

Steven Bursten 
ExcitingWindows.com

CLOSER LOOK

     •  Trunk Shows and Events: We sell visual, tactile pri-
ducts and services, so what better way to get people 
to ooh and aah over the the stunning fabrics and in-
novative details you offer than to show them.

It’s time to get the word out about you, your business and 
why you’re the best choice for their decorating dollars! V

Steven C. Bursten is author of Bootstrap Entrepreneur,  
more than 100 industry articles, and co-founder of Exciting 
Windows! a network of experienced window coverings pro-
fessionals.  He also co-founded the International Window 
Coverings Exchange, Window Coverings University, and 
WCU Online, and is the founder of Interiors by Decorat-
ing Den. Visit his website to request his special report Top 5 
Ways to Market Your Window Covering Business. 

Tel: 1-905-856-3838 / 1-800-541-2557
1-770-682-4548 (U.S. office)
Fax: 1-905-856-3388
Website: www.zmc.ca    
Email: contact@zmc.ca
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Why Tradeshows
 Matter

Information, Interaction and Intangibles
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remember being a very upset 5-year-old when my 
father was leaving on a four-day trip to the Chi-
cago Houseware Show. I was crying because my 
dad was embarking to a faraway place without 

me. He explained that it was important for him to go to 
this mysterious destination because it was “good for the 
store.” The store was a retail business in the Bronx that 
he eventually sold, only to open a similar type store in the 
suburbs, a place where I would grow up along with my 
brother and sister. The concept of the trade show—which 
we just called The Show—became ingrained in me at an 
early age. When I was a little older, my parents took me 
along with them to the shows. There were industry events, 
such as The Bath Show and The Gift Show, with aisles and 
aisles of booths with all sorts of merchandise that my mom 
and dad scoured while I tagged along. When I started my 
own business in the mid-1980s, I also went to The Show.  
They were and still are an indispensable part of running 
a business. 

It was so exciting to go to our industry shows in the ‘80s 
and ‘90s. I left those shows awakened after seeing the 
booths from Hunter Douglas, Graber, Kirsch, Levolor and 
Ado. I felt part of something larger than I did with my 
own small business. I felt special when someone from 
Hunter Douglas would take me into a private room along 
with a few other fortunate dealers to get my opinion on a 
new product soon to be launched. I felt privileged to sell 
their products. 

I am writing this article just after Vision10: IWCE (as the 
shown is now known) in Atlanta. Things have certainly 
changed. Gone are the majors. The reasoning, as I would 
imagine, is that it is not worth the expense and effort. Also 
missing were the huge crowds roaming the exhibition 
floor and seminar rooms, who were, I assume,  absent for 
the same reasons as the suppliers. To me this is a huge 
mistake. Yes, the show is smaller than in years past, but it 
is still important to be here and it still makes a difference 
to the success of my business.

By neiL P. GOrdOn

Vision10: IWCE matters because of two main benefits: ed-
ucation and networking. Let’s start with education. There 
are always many opportunities to learn something at the 
show, either at one of the booths where new products or 
ideas are presented or in one of the many seminars of-
fered. This year I sat in a class taught by Deb Barrett called 
“Transform Custom to Couture: A Designer’s Guide to 
High Style Window Fashions.” What a great class! I have 
been in the drapery workroom business for 25 years and 
couldn’t imagine that I could learn anything new. I came 
away with a dozen new ideas that will impress my clients. 
Knowledge is power, and how will we learn anything stuck 
at home? Sessions by industry leaders such as Debbie 
Green and Jackie Von Tobel are immeasurable in terms of 
what it means to one’s business. 

Then there are the networking opportunities that come in 
a variety of ways: mingling on the exhibition floor, social-
izing at the different parties, having breakfast with friends 
and suppliers, or meeting owners and upper management 
of firms that are attending or exhibiting. I particularly like 
what Jay Helser of Helser Brothers, a perennial exhibitor, 
said: “It’s about the intangibles. I always pick up something 
new from meeting customers and prospects at the show 
that turns into dollars. Maybe it’s reinforcing an existing 
relationship or making a new one, or getting a idea from a 
conversation.” John Fitzgerald rattled off half a dozen im-
mediate benefits that Comfortex would realize from the 
show all due to networking and exhibiting.

Attendees such as Sarah Youngblood of Youngblood Inte-
riors, Alpharetta, Ga., told me she always goes to the show 
because it gives her a chance to reconnect with business 
acquaintances and friends. Her clients love the idea that 
she is searching for new products and concepts. 

Nearly every person I spoke to at the show had positive 
remarks about why it is worthwhile to invest in attend-
ing or exhibiting. I love what Margi Kyle, The Designing 
Doctor, based in Charlotte, N.C., said to me: “If you don’t 
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appear, you disappear.” These are words of wisdom that 
we all need to listen to. 

My good friend Linda Bassert, owner of Masterworks 
Window Fashions and Design in Washington, D.C., says, 
“The importance of the IWCE to me is immeasurable. 
Each time I come here I meet other professionals who 
understand the challenges and rewards of our business. 
I find inspiration and fall in love all over again with win-
dow treatment design.”

We need to have a strong yearly event that we all partici-
pate in. John Fitzgerald of Comfortex told me of his days 
with the Direct Marketers Association. “Their yearly show 
was a must-go event. If you didn’t show up, it was consid-
ered a faux pas.” 

It is time for companies like Hunter Douglas, Springs, Ado, 
Rollease, Norman and others to come back to the show 
and be the examples for others to follow. Our industry 
needs you and I know you need us. You may believe that 

Neil Gordon 
dwfcontract.com

CLOSER LOOK

you can do without the show and reach out to your base 
on your own. But if you only preach to your followers, how 
will you ever have a chance to learn and grow? V

Neil Gordon is owner of Decorating with Fabric, a drapery 
workroom serving architects and designers in the New York 
metropolitan area. He has written written a book called The 
Designer’s Coach  and has presented nearly 100 webinars. 
One of his next is “The Green Window” on August 19 at 12:00 
EST where he will cover many areas from energy conserva-
tion ideas to green and sustainable products and finally to 
ways of reducing your consumption footprint.

Comfortex

Panel Track System

Proven trackMatching fabric insert Smooth operation

Large windows or patio doors? No problem! Comfortex Window Fashions now  

offers a panel track system, an easy solution with fashion and function in mind.  

The Comfortex Panel Track System is available with all PERSONA™ and Envision™  

fabrics. Achieve a coordinated look with roller or roman shades and a panel  

track system throughout a room with windows of all sizes!

Request your Panel Track Information Kit at www.comfortex.com/samples.html

www.comfortex.com

PanelTrackWFAd.indd   1 6/7/10   10:24:15 AM

http://www.comfortex.com/samples.html
http://www.comfortex.com
http://www.comfortex.com
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wfCP mAsTer
CREATIVE BLINDS & DECOR, LLC 

dESIgN cONcEPT
“What a room!” That was Connie Valente’s first thought when stepping into this  
9th floor condominium: Floor-to-ceiling windows offer a 180-degree plus view  
over a beautiful park in downtown Atlanta. But once the glamour of the space  
sunk in, Valente began to take note of the two major challenges that stunning wall of 
windows presented.

•  Each window met the next at a different angle, so any outside-mount hardware 
would require extensive onsite custom fitting.

 
•  The circular structural beam in the center of the room created a very narrow space 

between one point in the window wall, which meant many potential options simply 
wouldn’t fit.

The client wanted to maintain a clean, uncluttered, contemporary appearance, and 
although there were no privacy issues, serious light control was obviously required—
the room is flooded with light from sunrise to sunset. Inside-mounted roller shades 
were the optimal solution and, after some discussion, it was decided to install one 
shade at the top transom window and let it waterfall over the larger bottom windows 
to keep the overall look clean and simple. 

The shade fabric is a new Satine pattern from Mermet in deep charcoal with 5-per-
cent openness factor. The fabric provides 94- to 96-percent UV protection and signifi-
cant heat reduction, a critical factor in Atlanta’s sweltering summers.

To maximize the benefits of the shade fabric motorization was a must. A Somfy sys-
tem with remote control groupings was installed and programmed to set levels for 
certains times of the day and activities. Soft morning light and full-intensity after-
noon light don’t require the same settings, nor do television viewing and dining, so 
all the multiple uses the client requires from this remarkable space were taken into 
consideration when setting the programs.

“The end result was a solution far different from what I first imagined when I stepped 
into the apartment,” Valente says, ”but which perfectly suits the client’s lifestyle and 
needs. They even followed up with me to let me know how much more comfortable 
the condo was because of the window treatments—less glare and much less heat 
build-up. It’s always a great feeling when satisfied clients reach out to you!”

Creative Blinds & Decor 
CreativeBlindsAndDecor.com

CLOSER LOOK

dETAILS
CREDITS: Designer: Connie Valente, Creative 
Blinds & Decor, LLC, Alpharetta, Ga. Photographer: 
Dave Fox, Dove Fox Photography, Alpharetta, Ga. 
Installer: Paul Boehmig, Precision Blind Installa-
tion, Inc., Roswell, Ga. 

SOURCES: Mermet Satine roller shades, Unique 
Wholesale, Fort Lauderdale, Fla.
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CombINATIoN TreATmeNTs

weNdy mIChAelsoN
MIChAELSON’S INTERIORS

dESIgN cONcEPT
When the client was building their Utah 
home, they came to Michaelson’s Interiors 
seeking an elegant, classical window treat-
ment for the five large picture windows in 
their living room. They did not want their 
views of the mountains to be obstructed, 
but wanted the windows covered for privacy 

dETAILS
CREDITS: Designer: Wendy Michaelson, 
Michealson’s Interiors, Farmington, Utah. 
Workroom: Michaelson’s Interiors. Installer: 
Nelsen Michaelson, Michaelson’s Interiors.
Photographer: Stan & Allen Macbean, Pho-
tographic Solutions, Orem, Utah.

SOURCES: hunter Douglas Duette Archi-
tella Shades, Lafayette Interior Fashions. 
Motors & Controls: CT 32 hardwired into 
electrical panel with 5 channel wireless 
wall switch, Somfy Systems. Drapery Fab-
rics: Kasmir Fabrics Tower-Linen & CB 
995-Terracotta. Lining: Hanes Ruby Plus 
Sateen-Putty. Trims: Kasmir Fabrics Trim-
land Cavalier Collection bullion fringe 1625-
8770, tiebacks 3337-8770, & 2” brush fringe 
1115-8770. Rods: KS System Rods. Drapery 
crowns: Amore Drapery Hardware, Versace 
& Leaf Scroll Crowns. Custom Upholstery: 
Sofa Hunt Upholstery, Raleigh, NC & Chairs: 
Fairfieild Chair. Upholstery Fabric: JF Fab-
rics Juliet-Venture & Street-Brandy. 

when desired. The top three windows, set 
into a cathedral ceiling, had very little room 
to work with above them. 

Because Michaelson’s Interiors was brought 
in during the building process the client had 
the opporunity to pre-wire the home  to man-
age the operations of all five windows. Som-
fy’s DC in-wall wired motors were used to 
manage the inside-mounted hunter Douglas 
shades with three separate group settings. 

Careful measurements and planning were  
necessary to keep the view of the moun-
tains unobstructed, to work with the limited 
space around the windows, to deal with the 
angled ceiling and and to maintain proper 
proportions for the swagged top treatment.
Pinch-pleated panels going from the floor 
to the top of the treatment tie the two levels 
of windows together. Michaelson elected to 
use the linen floral-print fabric with jabots 
and cascades lined in the coral-contrasting 
fabric to coordinate with the coral and olive 
in the custom upholstery. Bullion trim and 
tassel tiebacks adorn the treatment. From 
her large library of fabric books, an olive-
green, two-toned taffeta with an acanthus- 
leaf print overlay was selected and shipped 
to the custom furniture manufacturer for 
the upholstery of the sofa and loveseat. A 

fashionable striped coral upholstery fabric 
was used for the two custom-made oc-
casional chairs and ottoman. Pillows were 
made of the drapery’s coral lining fabric 
with complimenting brush fringe around 
the edges.
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KAreN PePPer
EDWIN PEPPER INTERIORS

dESIgN cONcEPT
In the 1920s the Chase Park Plaza Hotel 
was built for the most discriminating trav-
elers of the time —a destination for kings 
and queens, movie stars, athletes and 
politicians. Recently refurbished as a ho-
tel/residence, the building still reflects the 

dETAILS
CREDITS: Designer: Karen Pepper, Edwin 
Pepper Interiors, St. Louis, Mo. Workroom: 
Edwin Pepper Interiors. Installer: Joe Koe-
hler, Edwin Pepper Interiors. Photographer: 
Alise O’Brien Photography, St. Louis , Mo.

SOURCES: Drapery fabric: Kravet. 

glamour and sophistication of the Roaring 
’20s. In this unit, the goal was to showcase 
the elegance of the building and the space. 

Because this unit overlooks the vibrant 
nightlife of the Central West-End neighbor-
hood in St. Louis, Mo., the designer wanted 
to use that as an aspect of the design during 
the evening. And, because privacy was not 
an issue, the windows could be left uncov-
ered during the day as well.

A palette of light grays, silver, and black 
was used in the room with just touches of 
brighter color, to set the mood for a con-
temporary take on 1920s style. 

The paneled stationary draperies in the liv-
ing room were created from three different 
fabrics pieced together and then gathered 
loosely at the top to create a gently flow-
ing treatment with puddles at the bottom. 
The same fabric was used to create a semi-
circular cornice at the top of each panel. 

These reference the curved design on the 
ceiling and help soften the linear feel of the 
space with the long wall of windows. 

The stationary drapery panels gave the 
room a creative, contemporary design ele-
ment without coming across as too mod-
ern or aggressive. The designer was able 
to achieve the client’s goal for a room that 
was light, elegant and soothing, suitable for 
both entertaining and relaxing.
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deCorATIVe hArdwAre &
TrImmINGs

dIANe shermAN
WINDOW DESIGNS By DIANE

dESIgN cONcEPT
The client wanted to infuse a traditional 
home with contemporary flair—She re-

dETAILS
CREDITS: Designer: Diane Sherman, Win-
dow Designs by Diane, Long Grove, Ill. 
Workroom: Window Designs by Diane. In-
staller: David Pucci, Pucci Installations, 
Round Lake Beach, Ill. Photographer: Les-
lie Lipps, Artografi, Grayslake, Ill.

SOURCES: Acrylic rods, brackets and rings, 
Pease Plastics, Glenview, Ill. Mirror pieces, 
Pease Plastics. Drapery Panels: Anderson 
Fabrics, Blackduck, Minn. Fabric: J.F. Fabrics. 

quested acrylic hardware and mirrored trim 
for her living room draperies. Because Sher-
man couldn’t find any  hardware pieces that 
were 100-percent acylic, without any metal 
or wood elements, she decided to design it 
herself.

Working closely with an acrylic fabricator, 
she designed a set of brackets meant to be 
the art piece of the set—tailored but fabu-
lous. She reviewed every aspect with the 
fabricator: the thickness of the acrylic, the 
overall size of brackets, debating on small 
elements of styling and minute adjustments 
to the shape. 

For the mirrored trim it was decided to go 
with mirror acrylic versus glass, due to the 
weight issue. The same company cut and 
polished more than 300 one-inch squares 
of mirrored acrylic for this project. After 
testing several different adhesives, Sher-
man hand applied each piece with clear sili-
cone adhesive, 1/2-inch apart and 1/2-inch 
from the leading edge of the golden chenille 

panels. After each mirror was applied and 
had set for 24 hours, the treatments were 
ready to install. Installation was a challenge 
to ensure the acrylic—rod, rings, brackets 
and mirrors—was not scratched, scuffed or 
cracked. After each element was installed, 
the acrylic pieces were polished to be sure 
they were spot free. The effect of the acrylic 
components in this soft gold room is fantastic 
and the client is beyond pleased with her truly 
custom, one-of-a-kind window treatment. 
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soPhIA TAhoPoulos
MANOR hOUSE INTERIORS

dESIgN cONcEPT
After 10 years working in a corporate envi-
ronment, Tahopoulos was ready for a new 
professional  challenge. Three years ago, 
she started her own home-decorating busi-
ness with an emphasis on couture window 
treatments. While a formal education in 

dETAILS
CREDITS: Designer and Photographer: So-
phia Tahopoulos, Manor house Interiors, 
Media, Pa. Workroom: Lara Saxton, Saxton-
Nicol, Kennett Square, Pa. Installer: Lara 
Saxton.

SOURCES: Drapery panel fabric: Silkloom. 
Swag fabric, Beacon hill. Cushion fabric: 
Robert Allen. Hardware: The Finial Company. 
Trim: Belagio Enterprises, Inc.

business administration certainly helped her 
new business venture, Tahopoulos credits a 
love of fine fabrics and impeccable detailing 
instilled in her at an early age by her family’s 
background in European dressmaking. To-
day, these elements serve as her inspiration 
when working with her clients. 

In this project, her clients entertain often and 
they asked her to create a formal but inviting 
room. Their goals were to add additional seat-
ing in the bay window, enhanced by a treat-
ment that unified the 110-inch-wide window 
with the rest of the room. Sun exposure and 
privacy were not concerns, but because the 
ceiling is a modest 8-foot high, many options 
just wouldn’t work with those proportions. 

Tahopoulos decided to frame the window 
with bronze-colored pinch-pleated silk 
drapery panels, interlined with bump. A 
bustle swag in an aqua stripe was added 
to pick up on the coordinating colors in the 
clients’ rug and oil painting. The swag, un-
like a traditional bustle swag, was pulled up 
from the center, creating a bell and resem-
bling an empire swag. Coordinating trim 
for the swags and  draperies adds texture 
and interest. The hardware, finished in rich 

gold and black satin, picks up on some of 
the neoclassical furnishings in the room. A 
custom crest was designed for the center of 
the drapery rod to disguise the center sup-
port necessary for the long pole.

Next, Tahopoulos addressed the bay win-
dow seat, adding a custom bay cushion, 
upholstered in luxurious mohair velvet. The 
mocha color complements the drapery pan-
els and offers additional interest in terms of 
texture. Pillows were added in various sizes 
and scale patterns. The patterns all work 
beautifully with the rest of the patterns in 
the room. Lastly, special fabrics were cho-
sen to showcase the clients’ love for birds, 
animals and nature.  
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sPeCIAlTy wINdows

edwIN PePPer
EDWIN PEPPER INTERIORS

dETAILS
CREDITS: Designer: Edwin Pepper, Edwin 
Pepper Interiors, St. Louis, Mo. Associate 
Designer: Gina Dill Thebeau, Edwin Pepper 
Interiors. Workroom and Installer: Joe Koe-
hler, Edwin Pepper Interiors. Photographer: 
Micahel Pepper, Edwin Pepper Interiors.

SOURCES: Drapery fabrics: Beacon Hill. Trim: 
hampton house.

dESIgN cONcEPT
This home, rich in traditional décor, had 
some beautiful architectural elements for 
the designer to work with—high ceilings, 
decorative molding and arched windows. 
however, the challenge in working with tall, 
arched windows is to create a treatment that 
suits the mood of the room and the home 
while maintaining attractive proportions. 
In this case the designer chose to treat the 
multiple stacked windows as one unit. A 
center swag with the tassel fringe drops to 
the bottom of the arch and is a beautiful ac-
cent to the side draperies. The side panels 
break at the bottom, held back at the point 
of the decorative molding. The eye perceives 
this treatment in correct proportion, largely 
due to the fact that the architectural ele-
ments helped to dictate where those breaks 
should occur. By working with the architec-
tural elements and the relaxed traditional-

ism of the room, this design accomplishes 
the difficult task of delivering an elegant, 
but not overblown treatment for oversized 
arched windows.
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sumIKo morI
INTERIOR NETWORKS INC.

dESIgN cONcEPT
Many designers cite nature as their inspira-
tion but Mori decided to work with the entire 
cosmos after experiencing a full eclipse  last 

dETAILS
CREDITS: Designer and Installer: Sumiko 
Mori, Interior Networks, Inc. Nagoya, Japan. 
Workroom: Interior Networks, Inc. Photog-
rapher: Yawara Kimura, Nagoya, Japan.

SOURCES: Center circle and open draped 
swags: Designer’s Guild. Side circles: De-
signer’s Guild and Fujie Textile. Sheer  swag: 
Sahco. Cascade: Casamance. Sheer damask 
and lace: Manas Tex. Draperies and Bunting: 
Designer’s Guild and Manas Tex. Center ring: 
hardware store. Crystals: Clasica Co. Ltd.  
Sofa fabrics: Sahco. Cushion fabric: Osborne 
& Little.

year. “What more could a designer ask for,” 
she wrote, “than to work with light, thou-
sands of years old by the time it reaches us, 
a continuous source of life and joy.” 

Her unique design is meant to subtly evoke 
our solar system, with the sun represented 
by the shirred circle at the center of the 
treatment. The two shirred swag holders 
in shades of blue suggest the planets  and 
their circular course around the sun is rep-
resented by the swag. The rings underneath 
the “sun” are for the moon, the concentric 
circles are the waxing and waning of the 
moon with the black cystals representing 
the eclipse.

The golden sheer undertreatment creates 
a bright and delicate surface, diffusing and 
enhancing the light. The side panels, bor-
dered in indigo and turquoise to comple-
ment the swagholders, creates a distiction 
between the sheer and the solids and em-
phasizes the height of the room. To make 
this tall, narrow window appear larger, 
these side panels were mounted outside 

the frame. The open swags that cross over 
the sun also help with this widening effect. 

With this treatment Mori’s goal of working 
with light—as a material and as an inspira-
tion—resulted in a look as elegant, timeless 
and beautiful as light itself.
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whole room INTeGrATIoN

VITA VyGoVsKA
VITALIA INC. dETAILS

CREDITS: Designers: Vita Vygovska, Vitalia 
Inc., Newtown, Pa. and Lili Wright, Wright 
Designs, Philadelphia, Pa. Workrooms: 
OleeDecor and XPerience, both of Philadel-
phia, Pa. Installers: Vlad Urbanovich, Olee 
Decor, Philadelphia, Pa. and Alex Beregovoi, 
Alex’s Custom Works, Holland, Pa. Photog-
rapher: Julia Lehman-McTigue, Vision Pho-
tography, Philadelphia, Pa.

SOURCES: Exterior tent fabric: Brunshwig 
& Fils. Tent roof and door fabrics, tent pip-
ing, headboards, bedskirts, bed cornices and 
rosettes: Kravet. Tent sheer doors: Cowtan & 
Tout. Roman shade fabric: Great Plains. Ro-
man shade trim: Kravet

dESIgN cONcEPT
The goal for this girl’s room was to combine 
youthful feel with sophisticated flair. Although 
the girl is very young at present, it was impor-
tant to create a décor that she could enjoy now 
and grow into. The focal point of the room is 
the 8-foot-high tent. It boasts a creative com-
bination of eight different fabrics and two 
decorative trims. The outer doors of the tent 
are peeled back and held up by duo-toned 
rosettes. There is also another set of doors, 
crafted from an embroidered sheer fabric, that 
can be closed. At least two girls can fit com-
fortably inside, along with princess pillows and 
dolls or teddy bears. Inside, there are no open 

seams visible, as the entire interior is finished 
in a sophisticated contrasting fabric. 

Across the room are two twin beds: One for 
the hostess, the other for her BFF. Coordinat-
ing beautifully with the tent, the beds feature 
sweet canopies, backdrop curtain, revers-
ible tied-back panels, and lavish bedskirts. 
Custom headboards in a rich coral anchor 
the whole arrangement with their scalloped 
shape and slightly overscale height. 

The only window in the room is treated with 
a delicate relaxed roman shade. Special care 
was taken to make sure that the window 
doesn’t compete with the other two strong de-
sign statements in the room, the tent and the 
beds. A soft sheer fabric is framed by a three-
inch fabric that coordinates with the other fab-
rics used throughout the room.
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Jo ANN AdAms
J.A. ADAMS INTERIORS

dESIgN cONcEPT
The clients were perplexed by the awk-
ward dimensions of this first floor powder 
room—a windowless 6 ft. square with a dis-
proportionately high 10 ft. 6 in. ceiling, as 
well as a taller than usual 8 ft. doorway. A 
limestone floor added to the problems, cre-
ating echoes and noises that radiated to an 

dETAILS
CREDITS: Designer: Jo Ann Adams, J.A. 
Adams Interiors, Glen Ellyn, Ill. Workroom: 
Barbara Albrecht, The Drapery Source, 
Lisle, Ill. Installation: Richard LaDoureur, 
Morningstar Installations, Lisle, Ill. Photog-
rapher and Muralist: Kevin Hay, Kevin Hay 
Artwork, Villa Park, Ill. Trim Carpentry and 
Installation: Steven Valenti & Jeremy Wells.

SOURCES: Lavatory: “Briar Rose” Kohler Co. 
Kohler, Wisc. Corbels: Raymond Enkeboll 
Designs, Carson, Calif. Embroidered faux silk 
organza, pink lining & embellishments: RM 
Coco.

adjacent kitchen and great room—the clients 
felt as if they were in a dim elevator shaft.

The four major goals were: increasing the 
visual size of the room; lowering the ceiling 
height to a more pleasing proportion; solv-
ing the sound problem; and providing better 
overall lighting. The design direction for the 
project was set by the clients’ love of their 
existing French-style vanity, which was in-
set with a self-rimming porcelain lavatory 
featuring scenes and briar rose motifs from 
Charles Perrault’s 1697 classic story, Sleep-
ing Beauty. Being young at heart, the clients 
were absolutely delighted with the idea of 
a fairy tale design for the entire room. In 
keeping with this theme, the first step was 
a mural on the walls duplicating the stone-
work and arched openings found in Sleep-
ing Beauty’s castle. 

Given the hard surfaces and high ceiling, 
creating a “dropped” fabric ceiling would 
solve a few of the issues, however, there was 
an exhaust vent that needed to be left open 
for air circulation. The solution was hand-
carved French corbels installed diagonally 
from the corners of the room to give struc-
ture to the ceiling. An ivory embroidered faux 
silk organza fabric was pleated and mounted 

to tacking strips top and bottom. The bottom 
strip was placed at one foot below the ceiling. 
Lined with pale pink shantung, the faux silk 
was allowed to drape in a soft pouf instead 
of being pulled tight. The fabric panels were 
stopped short on each side of the corbels 
to allow air circulation for the exhaust fan. 
Corner swags, necessary to hide the corner 
blocks used to mount the corbels, further 
help to bring down the height of the ceiling 
and also integrate with the swags mounted 
between the ceiling and top of the mural. One 
favorable aspect of the high ceiling was that 
it provided an opportunity to use a cherished 
vintage crystal chandelier from the client’s 
previous home. This also met the need for 
more light, and resulted in some sparkle for 
the “castle.” 

Thankfully, this designer had clients who 
trusted her vision to create a mature, so-
phisticated adaption of a timeless classic 
not usually found outside of a young girl’s 
bedroom. With murals depicting romance 
and a ceiling that evokes a European castle, 
this powder room has gone from an awk-
ward beginning to a fairy tale ending. And 
since one of the client’s young granddaugh-
ters is already planning to have her wed-
ding in the “castle,” the dim elevator shaft 
is gone forever.
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fIrsT PlACe,  
Color & desIGN wITh 
ComforTex PersoNA shAdes

KeVIN PAull
VERTICALS FOR LESS  
OF LONG ISLAND

dETAILS
CREDITS: Designer, installer and photogra-
pher: Kevin Paull, Verticals for Less of Long 
Island, North Massapequa, N. y.

SOURCES: Comfortex Persona shades: Com-
fortex, Maplewood, N.Y.

dESIgN cONcEPT
The customer was looking for light control 
shades for her young children’s play room. 
She requested youthful design that will remain 
suitable as the children grow.  

”Persona Custom Shades were the perfect 
solution for this room,” Paull explained. “The 
client liked the patterns, borders and textures 
Persona offers, but she especially liked the 
choice for color matching.”

The room was painted with apple green walls 
and navy blue ceiling. The Persona program 
enabled Paull to create shades that matched 
the room’s existing décor. They settled on the 
Spheres texture in green to match the wall 
color and incorporate a blue inset border to 
pull in the color of the ceiling and closet doors 
(not shown). The shades were created with the 
Elements Blackout Fabrics so the children 
can watch movies in the room without glare or 
even take a nap during the day.
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Nothing is more precious than the life of a child.  That’s why
households with children are increasingly alarmed by news
of product recalls, serious injuries and deaths caused by the
exposed cords of window shades.

Safe-T-Shade™ is a dramatic new design innovation that
completely eliminates the hazardous lift and inner cords in
Roman, roller, screen and woven wood shades,  removing the
risk of child strangulation.  The patent-pending Safe-T-Shade™

lift system assures safe, smooth,  “one-touch” operation of
window shades using a back-mounted fabric handle.

The cordless, clutter-free design creates an elegant,
custom-made look inside and out, suitable for a wide range
of room and window styles.  The distinctive Safe-T-Shade™

seal represents smart engineering, affordable pricing and
peace of mind for parents.

The Safe-T-Shade™ lift system is manufactured in the U.S.
and sold to manufacturers and fabricators of window fashions
through licensed distributors.  For more information, please
contact:  Peter Wattiker,  Vice-President, Sales and Marketing,
at 1-540-429-4321 or wattiker@safe-t-shade.com.

TM

SAFE-T-SHADE

TM

TM

SAFE-T-SHADE
no cords. no worries.

STEVENSON VESTAL / Burlington, NC / 800-535-3636 / sales@safe-t-shade.com / www.safe-t-shade.com
©2010  Safe-T-Shade is a trademark of Safe-T-Shade, Inc., Burlington, NC

THIS SEAL 
ASSURES CONSUMERS 

THEY ARE BUYING THE SHADE  
WITH THE NEW, INNOVATIVE 

CORDLESS TECHNOLOGY
THAT PROTECTS 

CHILDREN'S LIVES.

Safe-T-Shade Window Fashion Vision:Layout 1  3/30/10  8:43 PM  Page 1

mailto:wattiker@safe-t-shade.com
mailto:sales@safe-t-shade.com
http://www.safe-t-shade.com
http://www.safe-t-shade.com
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and Business-Minded
“Quality Interaction” Between Upbeat Attendees 
and Committed Exhibitors Builds Buzz
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here’s no doubt that many 
of us—Grace McNamara 
Inc. staff, key speakers, 
long-time exhibitors and 

even dedicated attendees—were ap-
proaching Vision10: IWCE with a bit 
of trepidation. No one was really sure 
what to expect in terms of mood or 
turnout, so to say that the positive 
vibe on the show floor and in the 
seminar rooms was inspiring under-
states the case. In fact, the mood was 
almost giddy, with exhibitors glad to 
see familiar faces still in business and 
more-than-pleasantly surprised to 
talk to so many new, serious buyers. 
And for all those attendees exchang-
ing war stories about how they’ve 
had to hunker down and struggle 
through these tough times—the fact 
was they’d made it; they were still in 
business and still committed enough 
to the business to make it to Atlanta.

So yes, there may have been a bit 
of a survivor’s high fueling the at-
mosphere in Atlanta, but in fact ev-
eryone there deserved to feel good 
about having managed their business 
through difficult times and to feel 
even better about seeing how much 
potential there was in the industry.

This may have been a smaller show 
but in terms of innovative product of-
ferings per sq. ft. it was an amazing  
presentation, and that is one of the 
most positive signs for the industry. 
Because for too long it felt like a new 
colorway, or a new finish was what 

By sUsan sCHULtZ and traCY POWeLL

passed for a product introduction 
from some companies, it really was 
exciting to see all the truly new stuff 
on the floor—Masterpiece Shutters, 
Safe-T-Shade, the Texton/Tableaux 
collaboration, and so many more—
see page 42 for photos.

Opening day saw lines at the regis-
tration counter demonstrating that 
people waited until the last minute 
to register, but regardless, they came.  
Trade show traffic remained robust 
all day Thursday and most of the day 
on Friday, with Saturday typically 
being the slower of the three days.  
Exhibitors reported that Vision10 at-

tendees were serious buyers looking 
for new suppliers—the exact audi-
ence exhibitors hope to attract.

Exhibitors Give Two Thumbs Up:
“The show did bring ‘quality interac-
tion’ from visitors to our booth,” said 
Sunil Patel of Orion Ornamental Iron. 
”And undoubtedly we would have 
missed out on many opportunities 
that were presented to us through 
our presence at the show [had we not 
participated].”

Added Orion’s Kay Blair: “We thought 
the show was super—lots of good traf-
fic all three days. We introduced two 

Strong at-the-door registration proved retailers, decorators, designers and workrooms still value 
the information and resources that can only be found at a show, it’s just that they’re making their 
decision to attend more spotaneously than in the past. 
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new products, and we won WCMA 
awards for both! I think it was one of 
the best shows we’ve had.”

From an exhibitor’s point of view, 
there is no better way to talk to such a 
high volume of qualified buyers face-
to-face. Just ask Mark Steinbaum of 
Award Fabrics: “I had a wonderful 
time at the show this week. What is 
important to me is not the size of the 
show, but the fact that I had over 100 
quality conversations with customers 
old and new. That is why I go. To get 
out from behind my desk and spend 
time with customers.”

“Helser Brothers is thrilled to report 
that our booth was filled with source-
hungry drapery hardware enthusi-
asts from beginning to end,” said Jay 
Helser, President, Helser Brothers. 
“I am not complaining, but a lunch 
break would have been nice.”

“At first, we were concerned about the reports of a possible low turn-
out,” said Ben Kutell of Vertilux. “But in fact everyone in our booth 
was busy for the entire time.”

Vision10 proved to be a show for the entire industry, with a balanced attendee mix of fabricators, 
retailers, decorators, designers and workrooms. There were very few “lookie-lous” this year in 
Atlanta, so every conversation was of value.

Show producer Grace McNamara with Bill O’Connor, president and CEO 
of B&W Window Fashions, last year’s WOW award-winner for Fabricator 
of the Year. 
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On The Floor:
As in previous years, the show floor 
in Atlanta contained a mix of exhibi-
tor and educational opportunities. 
The Construction Zone, sponsored 
by WFCP and the CHF Academy, was 
once again a hotbed of activity with 
three full days of workroom and hand-
on demonstrations led by instructors 
and graduates of the CHF Academy.  
This event-filled area also featured 
eight full-sized vignettes filled with 
amazing ideas and inspired tech-
niques, with most of the creators on 

hand to share their knowledge. You’ll 
find photos and details on several of 
these great designs on page 48.

Companies also worked to engage and 
interact with attendees in new ways. 
Lutron brought its Mobile Experience 
Center, an extremely customized lux-
ury RV, onto the show floor, a unique 
presentation that allowed visitors to 
experience the company’s full range 
of products in a very novel fashion.

Somfy worked with technology in a 
different manner, hosting the show’s 
first-ever Tweet-Up, as a prelude to 
the blogger’s panel discussion that 
was the keynote of New Media Day at 
the show.  See more on page 46.

But ultimately the result of a success-
ful show is how eager people are for 

the next one. One experienced industry veteran, Steve 
Roellchen of One Stop Decorating Center, Overland 
Park, Kansas, hadn’t been to the show in 15 years and 
was amazed by what he found, both in terms of new 
product and information.

”It was great to interact with other dealers and manu-
facturers and talk about business. It was an incredible 
two days!” V

ABOVE: The Lutron Mobile Experience Center was a unique environ-
ment to experience all the company’s offerings.

LEFT: The worktables and demonstration areas at the Construction 
Zone were always filled with eager attendees asking questions, seek-
ing advice, exchanging tips and learning from each other. Here, Ann 
K. Johnson demonstrates how to draft an asymmetrical shade.

BELOW: The show’s first-ever Tweet-Up was hosted by Somfy at its 
booth as part of the WFCP New Media Day. Hardcore Twitter users 
met up with Facebookers and bloggers in a new media exchange.
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www.lafvb.com

Puz zl ed

About making a profit?

 Selling soft fashions can be quite puzzling if you are missing 

some of the pieces for success.  Whether you are a practiced 

professional or an inexperienced amateur, Lafayette can take the guess 

work out of the profit game.  

 Let us provide you with all the essentials to go beyond selling 

blinds and shades to a category that produces higher margins and 

separates you from your competition. 

Call us today to solve your profit puzzle!
1-800-342-5523

http://www.lafvb.com
http://www.lafvb.com
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ABOVE LEFT: Given the ongoing confusion in the industry regard-
ing safety standards for shades moving forward, it was no wonder 
the staff at the Safe-T-Shade stand were kept busy demonstrating 
and explaining their new product.

ABOVE RIGHT: Texton worked with the popular Tableaux Traceries 
patterns to create a Tableaux line of digitally printed roller shades. 
Texton will also do custom printed shades including logos and one-
off designs.

ABOVE: Tammi Le Nair—long-time attendee, first-time exhibitor—
showed her line of custom-painted finials, as well as Jackie Von
Tobel’s fabrics and a limited number of exotic French holdbacks.

LEFT: Masterpiece Shutters lived up to its name with a new col-
lection of painted and engraved shutters that transform a closed 
window into works of art. The line won a WCMA award for Best 
New Style Concept in the shutter category.



Service is our business…

A Leader in the Window Covering 
Industry…

●  Preferred Graber® Fabricator
●  Stocking Distributor for Kirsch® 

Fabricated Products: 
●  Arbour 2" Faux Wood Blinds
●  Roller Shades
●  Roman Shades
●  Sliding Panel Systems
●  Somfy® Window Shade Motorization
●  Motorized Drapery Track Systems
●  Rollease® TS2 Horizontal Lift System
●  Rollease® Workroom Roman Shades 

 Distributed Products:
●  Arch Angel Fan Style Arches
●  Comfortex®:  Ballet™, Shangri-La™ , 
     Persona™ 
●  Conso® Products (in stock)
●  Decorative Accessories
●  Drapery Hardware 
●  Drapery Linings: Roc-Lon™ & Hanes™ 
●  Interior Shutters
●  Kirsch®:  Woven Wood & Roman Shades
●  Nanik® Horizontal Blinds
●  Redi-Shades™
●  Tableaux™ Faux Iron Traceries
●  Unique Designer Cornices
●  Unique Designer Wood Verticals
●  Unique Custom Upholstered Cornices, 
    Headboards, & Ottomans

  

Inspired by classical design principles, our 
four designer showrooms offer a variety of 
decorative window treatments, home 
furnishings, art and accessories that will meet 
the needs of the most sophisticated customer!

On-line ordering is available 

 www.uniquewholesale.net

Main Office
  •  Fort Lauderdale, FL
  
Designer Showrooms & Service Centers                      
 •  Fort Lauderdale, FL               •  Sarasota, FL               

  •  Orlando, FL                           •  Greenville, SC  

Toll Free Phone (800) 824-1277                        Phone (954) 975-0227                           Fax (954) 975-0297

http://www.uniquewholesale.net
http://www.uniquewholesale.net
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Innovation 
Meets Sophistication

TI N B Y

© Copyright Somfy Systems, Inc. 6/2010

DecoFlex RTS Table Top Control

To learn more visit us online 
at www.somfysystems.com/decoflex
 or call 877-43-SOMFY
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The judges for the 20th annual  Window Coverings Manufacturers Association  product awards had  their work cut out 
for them this year—there were a lot  of amazing introductions to choose from! Here’s a just a few of the winners—for a 
full list,  go to the Industry News section of wf-vision.com V

Below: The Kirbé™ Vertical Drapery System  won both 
Most Innovative Overall Design in the motorization 
category, as well as the top award, Product of the 
Year for Lutron Electronics. Co, Inc. It is an industry 
first that draws drapery in a vertical motion, opposed 
to traditional draperies that move from side to side. 
The system eliminates stack back for full access to 
windows or glass doors. Available in a variety of 

fabrics, Kirbé can also 
be combined with a 
blackout roller shade 
for total light block-
age utilizing standard 
dual mount brackets. 
© 2010 Lutron Elec-
tronics, Co., Inc.

Above and Left: Orion won two awards in 
the Drapery Hardware category including 
Most Innovative Overall Design for its Clip-
A-Crown embossed metal valances that 
easily attached to a blind’s headrail. 

Right: The Comfortex Persona program 
won two awards in the Roman, Roller and 
Pleated Shades category; one for Most 
Innovative Overall Shade Design and an 
honorable mention in the Best Technical 
innovation for the custom printed graphics 
that are the hallmark of the line. In addi-
tion, the line won a Judge’s Award for
“exhibiting measurable benefit or stand-
out aesthetic appeal to end users.”

Above: Maxxmar Window Fashions  won an 
Honorable Mention, Best New Style Concept 
in the shutter category for its EcoMaxxWood™ 
designer shutters line. With a proprietary 
wood-grain finish on PolySilk vinyl, the shut-
ters capture the natural beauty of real wood. 
The collection is EnviroGreen and do not emit 
any VOC’s or formaldehyde into the environ-
ment. EcoMaxxWood has also been certified by 
GREENGUARD with the GREENGUARD Indoor 
Air Quality Certificate and GREENGUARD Certi-
fied for Children & Schools.

http://www.somfysystems.com/decoflex
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The Advantage is Clear.

For maximum efficiency in the workroom and on installation 
jobs, a Jet-Pinner with authentic Jet-Pins is a must. Our new, 
clear Jet-Pinner allows you to see the pin fill the level, while 
our precise, sharp, double-polished pins make pinning 
drapery panels a fast and easy job.

Improve your efficiency with a new, clear Jet-Pinner today.

Watch our Jet-Pinner video tutorial online at www.RowleyCompany.com

Available exclusively at

www.RowleyCompany.comSharp Double- 
Polished Points

Consistent 
Shape

Tough Zinc or  
Stainless

Kasmir Fabrics shown

TM

 THE

Fast - Easy - Accurate!

Left: Hunter Douglas captured 
four awards in the “Green” Prod-
ucts category, including Best New 
Style Enhancement for the addi-
tion of Classic fabric in the 3/8-
inch pleat size to highly energy 
efficient Duette® Architella® 
honeycomb shades line.

Left: In the Merchandising category, Helser Brothers, Inc. won an honor-
able mention for its Composer interactive hardware design software, cre-
ated to accommodate the millions of options possible with the company’s 
Compositions line of component-based drapery hardware.

Above: The DecoFlex WireFree™ Table Top control won a 
Best New Style Enhancement award for Somfy Systems Inc. 
in the Motorization category.  Available in both silver and 
black finishes and compatible with 1,2,3,4 and 5 channel 
button versions of the DecoFlex WireFree™ Wall Switch, the  
control also offers the option of customizable buttons for 
easy organization and personalization.

http://www.RowleyCompany.com
http://www.RowleyCompany.com
http://www.rowleycompany.com
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Recognizing the importance of Web 2.0 and social media, WFCP 
dubbed Friday, May 14 “New Media Day” at Vision10 in Atlanta. 
WFCP sponsored events throughout the day, including a variety 
of events in the WFCP Lounge focusing on the Web, social media 
and how it can work for you. Citizen bloggers walked the aisles, 
tweeting about the excitement of Vision10, and three special 
sessions were scheduled throughout the day, all designed to in-
form, educate and connect. ¶ In the afternoon, the Somfy-hosted 
Tweet-up served as an unofficial lead-in for the Design Perspec-
tives panel discussion, moderated by new media maven Jackie 
Von Tobel, where successful design bloggers shared specific ex-
amples of how to use social media to engage your customers, 
grow your career or business and drive social change. Closing 
out this session was the first Bloggers Choice Awards for prod-
ucts and services from the show floor. ¶ The winners were:

»  Vertilux Pocket Shade, chosen by Valorie Hart of Visual-
Vamp.blogspot.com:“This is one window shade that is sexy. 
The one they had one that is called the Pocket, which is 
really cute, but perhaps a [more sensual] name like the 
Tango is more appropriate.”

»  Forest group Busche ripplefold hardware, picked by Brian 
Patrick Flynn of decordemon.com: “Lately, many of my cli-
ents are bachelors who like ripplefolds, and I’ve had a hard 
time finding ripplefold hardware that is accessible.” 

»  Texton, Inc. Solare gT (digitally printed roller shades), cho-
sen by Skyla Freeman of Sfair.blogspot.com: “I fell in love 
with Texton’s products. You can design your own pattern, 
and they will upload it and create a blind for you. And the 
prices were insanely reasonable.” V

TOP: Jackie Von Tobel, left, and Grace McNamara, second from right, welcomed design 
bloggers Skyla Freeman, right, Valorie Hart, center, with her friend Renea Moore.

CENTER: The blogger’s panel discussion was informational and quite entertaining. 
“This panel of bloggers is hysterical!” tweeted attendee Marie Mouradian, WFCP. 
“Tons of good information and lots of laughs,” tweeted Anne Lubner.

RIGHT: Some of the “citizen bloggers” and new media addicts at the Somfy 
Tweet-up. “Gather a bunch of creative people at a “Tweet-Up”—add wine—  
brilliant!” tweeted Kathy Broderick Cragg (not shown).



Grow Your 
Business 
through
Certifi cation.

wfcppro.com

Grace McNamara Inc., 2594 Rice Street, Saint Paul, Minnesota 55113
wf-vision.com

2010 is destined to be a bigger and 
better year for WFCP™. We have 
relaunched our program, bringing you:

•  Stronger Certifi cation: The industry’s premier 
CEU accredited course is now online and 
digital. Available 24/7 on demand.

•  NEW Certifi cations: Installation and Business 
Strategies help you expand your expertise.

•  NEW Authorities: Supported by educational 
tracks in Green, Textiles, Technology, Couture 
Fabrication and Soft Furnishings.

•  WFCP Advisory Council: Made up of 
members and industry partners, offering 
valuable insights and guidance. 

•  WFCP Authorities: Member movers and shak-
ers that will be matched up with industry 
partners to share their expertise through focus 
groups, roving reports, market research and 
product development.

•  Community: Join our community of like-
minded pros where you can share the ups and 
downs of your business life. 

Joining WFCP will allow you to take 
advantage of our enhanced member 
benefi ts:

 •  Members-Only Webinar:
Complimentary each month.

•  Post a Classifi ed: One way to spike up your 
sales and create some buzz is to use our com-
plimentary Post a Classifi ed service quarterly 
on our website at www.wfcponline.com.

•  Must-See Window Fashions: Our cutting edge 
photo gallery sent to your inbox quarterly.

•  PR and Marketing Tools: Our Roving Reporter 
program gives you the opportunity to build 
your resumé as the go-to design expert in 
your market.

•  PLUS: WFCP Members receive a complimen-
tary subscription to Window Fashion Vision.

We are on
Facebook.

wfcp_ad_chf.indd   1 6/4/10   9:25:40 AM

http://www.wfcponline.com
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Once again the crew behind The Construction Zone knocked 
it out of the park. This special area of the Vision10 show floor 
was consistently busy. Not only were there pretty window 
treatments to admire and examine, but patterns to peruse, 
free classes to learn from, on-the-table experience to be 
gained, techniques to share and so much more. Special 
thanks to Terri Booser and the rest of the team at CHF for 
all their time and hard work.  V

TOP LEFT: Judy Peters of Palmetto Drapery created this “Garden Party” 
design. Suppliers include: Fabrics: Jackie VonTobel Collection, Virginia 
Quilting Outlet. Trim: Woven Materials. Linings: Hanes. Hardware: Fin-
estra Decorative Hardware. Supplies: Cornice, FirmaFlex: Rowley Co.
Pattern: M’fay Nightingale. 
 
TOP RIGHT: Industry icon and workroom extraordinare Beth Hodges in 
the Construction Zone with Grace McNamara.

ABOVE: In spite of all the extra work it takes to plan and organize the 
Construction Zone, Terri Booser of An Interior Stitch still had time to 
create this eye-catching treatment. Fabrics: House Fabrics and  Michaels 
Textiles. Trim: Woven Materials. Linings: Hanes.

RIGHT: A detail from a pair of velvet panels embellished with fabric 
flowers by Jo Moore of Jo’s Sewing Studio Fabrics: Meyers Drapery, 
Greenhouse Fabrics. Michael’s Textiles. Trim: Woven Materials. Hard-
ware: Helser Brothers.
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 704-333-4636

Meet Carolyn,
Grandmother...
Workroom Owner...
D&D PRO Member...
Career Professional™

Call today and learn how you can 
become a Career Professional™

“Coming to the 
Custom Home 
Furnishings 

Academy was a life 
changing experience 

for me. Th e hands 
on learning is by far 
the greatest teaching 
method of all. I can’t 

wait to return in 
April for the Cornice 

program.”
- Carolyn K. Rushing

Monroe, NC

http://www.chfacademy.com
http://www.chfacademy.com
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Now is a wonderful

time to take a closer

look at our Colours…

Just in time for your next appointment!

The Astra Vinyl Vertical Sample Collection now includes

the Freedom & Colours selections.

Call your Sales or Customer Service Representative for the

current special on the updated, all inclusive Astra Bag!

Call Toll Free 1-800-424-2823 Today!

Vinyl Verticals Never Looked So Good!

http://www.draperies.com
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worKroom of The yeAr

CArleTTe CormIer
CARLETTE’S LLC

wORKROOM STATEMENT:
An elegant new Asian-style restaurant re-
quired an aesthetically pleasing way to 
control the acoustics of an extremely large 
area. The architect specified fabric-covered 
wall panels throughout the restuarant, and 
although he had carefully planned for the 
sizing and arrangement, there remained 
plenty of challages. 

One issue was the fact that the building is 
elliptically shaped, so to accommodate the 
curves on the inside walls, the architect 
specified 2-ft by 4-ft panels, which meant 
each panel had to curve only slightly. While 
some of the panels vary in width to accom-
modate windows and other features, all of 
them are the same height for uniformity. 

A total of 186 panels were needed to com-
plete the project. In order to greatly in-
crease the speed and uniformity in covering 

the panels, a frame was built to aid in their 
construction. Because the fabric has a very 
smooth finish, it slides easily. The frame 
was designed to layer fabric, acoustic pad-
ding, and the hard board; this “sandwich” 
was pushed down into the frame, where it 
was then much easier to wrap and staple the 
fabric, and apply the Velcro® to the back. 

It took one person 46 hours to cover 186 
panels and two people 24 hours to install 
them. Two-inch-wide commercial-grade 
Velcro was used to attach the panels to the 
walls. This insures that any panel that may 
become damaged can easily be removed 
and recovered. 

After the three main dining rooms were 
completed, it was decided to cover one wall 
in the small VIP dining room. The workroom 
suggested combining the two colors of fab-

ric used in the other dining rooms into a de-
sign unique to the VIP room. The architect 
agreed and sketched out the design. An-
other feature in this beautiful dining room is 
the sliding panels designed to cover the exit 
door area. The two center panels are the 
only moving panels out of the 186 pieces. 
False panels were hung on each end of the 
small cornice to create balance whether the 
panels are in the open or closed position. 
The center panels slide easily to the side for 
easy access and when closed give it a pleas-
ing appearance. 
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Carlette’s LLC 
Carlettes.com

CLOSER LOOK

dETAILS
CREDITS: Designer: Jose Gonzalez, Gonzalez Architects, Savan-
nah, Ga. Workroom: Carlette Cormier, Carlette’s LLC, Savannah, 
Ga. Installer: Dayle Cormier, Carlette’s LLC. Photography: Kevin 
Banker, Banker Optical Media, Savannah, Ga.

SOURCES: Fabric: Carnegie. Hardware: Commerical Velco®, 
C&S Upholstery Supply
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fIrsT PlACe,  
CombINATIoN TreATmeNTs

roNICA VANGelder
RONICA’S CUSTOM CREATIONS

dETAILS
CREDITS: Designer: Laura Forrest, Custom 
Decorator, Apex, N.C. Workroom: Ronica 
VanGelder, Ronica’s Custom Creations, 
Knightdale, N.C., Installer: Gary Zerkle, 
Zerkle Enterprise, Cary N.C. Photographer: 
Steve Andrijiw, Chain Reaction, Raleigh, 
N.C.

SOURCES: Roller Shade: Smith and Noble. 
Fabrics and trims: Robert Allen.

wORKROOM STATEMENT
This window treatment truly is a combination 
treatment—there are five layers: an Austrian 
shade, jabots, soft cornice, overlay and the hid-
den roller shade that is used to provide privacy. 
The requested projection for the treatments 
was six inches. The main consideration was 
how to layer this many elements and  achieve 
this request, but ultimately it was decided to 
go with an eight-inch projection to give each 
layer “breathing room.”

The roller shade is an inside mount, the Aus-
trian shade is on a 1x4 mounted on the frame, 
the jabots are on a 1x6 and the soft valance 
and overlay are on a 1x8. The Austrian shade, 
which is non-functioning, is made out of an 
unlined embroidered floral sheer. To achieve 
the desired fullness and width of the finished 
product, the shade had to have a vertical seam 
to have enough “cut” width. The seam was 
placed on one of the vertical gathering lines. 
Care was taken to do a pattern match when 
joining the two pieces of fabric. 

The jabots needed to be a very specific length 
due to the placement and height of the vanity 
that sits next to the window. As shown in the 
photo, the jabot does not go to the window sill 
but to the height of the vanity. The jabot is lined 
and interlined with the lining fabric picked up 
and used as the cornice overlay. This same 
paisley fabric is also used for the micro cord 
on the jabot edges. 

The soft cornice with overlay brings all these 
elements together. Again, the paisley micro 
cording is used on the edge of the overlay 
while a decorative bead trim is used on the 
bottom edge of the soft cornice. Both treat-
ments are lined and interlined. The tassel on 
the point overlay is a piece cut from the trim 
used on the vanity chair, which adds a nice fin-
ishing touch to the treatment.

“This was an inspiring and challenging proj-
ect,” VanGelder said. “Each of the elements is 
so different and all of them had specific length 
and width requirements. It was like figuring 
the pieces to a puzzle, so although the treat-
ments themselves aren’t overly complicated, it 
took a little more time and thought on the front 
end. This bathroom was a total remodel. Walls 
were torn down and all plumbing was relocat-
ed. The client was thrilled with the end result 
so much so that she’s ready to move onto the 
next project! ” 
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fIrsT PlACe,  
CurTAINs & drAPerIes

sTACIe KeNNedy
DIVINE DRAPERy DESIGN

wORKROOM STATEMENT
The drapery consists of a pole swag for the top treatment and 
ballgown-skirted panels hanging underneath. Kennedy made a 
custom pattern in her studio for the pole swag and jabots, and 
used the Scarlett curtain pattern from Patterns Plus for the 
draperies. Because the panels are one and a half widths, the 
pattern for the drapery panel facing and skirted bottom had to 
be altered to include one and a half widths for the skirt as well. 
This was done by cutting an additional drapery panel facing and 
skirt piece and then cutting those pieces in half and attaching 
them to the whole drapery panel facing and skirt piece to create 
the needed widths.

Fabricating the drapery panels with the ballgown skirt on the 
bottom of each panel was quite challenging. Each panel has 
points at the bottom of the face fabric that attach to the ball-
gown skirt, which is made out of a contrast fabric and is embel-
lished with the cord that coordinates with the tassel fringe on 
the swag and jabots. Kennedy explains her process:“First, I took 
the drapery panel facing and attached the cord, then attached 
the facing to the bottom of the panel by sewing along each point. 
Then, by clipping and turning this facing to the wrong side of the 
panel, I created perfect points that would then be attached to 
the ballgown skirt piece. The ballgown skirt is also embellished 
at the bottom hem with the same cording. Time and patience 
were needed when attaching the bottom pointed edge of the 
drapery panel, embellished with cord, to the top of the ballgown 
skirt piece. I used my tag gun to hold the bottom pointed edge 
of the drapery panel and the ballgown skirt together while I top 
stitched each point to attach the two pieces.”

The drapery panels were installed on a simple oval drapery rod,  
the top of the panels finished and gathered using 4-inch shirr-
ing tape to have them completed at a 20-inch finished width. 
The drapery panels were lined with napped sateen lining, which 
made fabrication simpler, and also gave the panels the same 
soft look of having a separate interlining. 

dETAILS
CREDITS: Designer and installer: Karen Hartley, Interiors by 
Decorating Den, Villa Rica, Ga. Workroom: Stacie Kennedy, 
Divine Drapery Designs, Mableton, Ga. Photographer: Accent 
Photography, Greenville, S.C.

SOURCES: Swag and drapery face fabric: Carole Fabrics. Swag  
and drapery contract fabric:  Kasmir Fabrics. Tassel trim cord-
ing and tiebacks: United Supply. Lining: United Supply. Hard-
ware: Paris Texas.
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AKIKo yAmAzAKI
RISA BRAIRE CO. LTD.

dETAILS
CREDITS: Designer: yasue Ishikawa, Risa 
Braire Co. Ltd., Kobe, Japan. Workroom: 
Akiko Yamazaki, Risa Braire Co. Ltd. In-
staller: Tadashi Goto, Proswork, Takarazuka 
City, Japan. Photographer: Suihoshoji Co, 
Ltd. Okayama City, Japan.

SOURCES: Sheer fabric: Sangetsu Co., Ltd. 
Satin and chiffon ribbons: Trimco Co., Ltd.  
Velcro® rod: Toso Co., Ltd. 

wORKROOM STATEMENT
For an upscale outdoor party space, the 
owner needed sun protection for his guests, 
but wasn’t interested in installing an ordinary 
canopy. The designer came up with a concept 
of gathered sheers embellished with chiffon 
and satin ribbons. 

The first challenge was trying to estimate the 
project. The expense for the fabrication and 
installation of the draped fabric was relatively 
easy to calculate, but determing the quantity 
of ribbons proved impossible. So instead ya-

mazaki decided to work backwards, asking the 
designer the total she wanted to spend, based 
on what she had already been provided for the 
draped fabric tent. From there Yamazaki de-
termined how many yards of ribbon she could 
then purchase and install. 

Once fabrication proceeded, however, Yamaza-
ki realized it was going to be impossible to 
precut and sew to the fabricated sheer canopy 
in the workroom. The space to be covered was 
almost 2000 sq. ft. and the designer wanted 
to be on hand to determine how much drape 
there should be in the two portions of the ceil-
ing. Yamazaki also realized that if the ribbons 
were precut and sewn, they would become 
hopelessly tangled and crinkled during the de-
livery. The result was that Yamazaki cut about 
3000 yards of ribbons on site.

With the designer and the installer working 
with her, Yamazaki tested one-half of one side 
of the lower canopy, to set a standard for the 
other sections. Once that look was approved, 
she spent seven hours cutting ribbon.

The next step was now attaching the ribbons to 
the now fully installed sheers. Using a tag gun 
Yamazaki attached the ribbons to the header 
and bottom rod of each draped section. The 
ribbons from four sides of the upper part come 
to the center and it was decided to let those 

ends drape from the center in random lengths 
that would waft in the breezes from the fans.

As a final touch, ribbons were wound around 
the support pillars to enhace the elegant at-
mosphere. “The installation was much more 
difficult that any of us expected,” Yamazaki 
wrote, “but there really was no other way to 
achieve the designer’s vision. In the end, the 
result was amazing—I was overwhelmed by 
the finished look and how much I had ac-
complished!”
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Joe Koehler
EDWIN PEPPER 
INTERIORS

wORKROOM STATEMENT
While many designs look good on paper, taking a design from two 
dimensions to three often presents a challenge. In this case there 
were several interrelated fabrication and installation issues. For 
these more-than-triple-height draperies, the poufed and gathered 
top treatment combines a heavier-weight silk satin with a lightweight 
sheer in a contrasting color. The designer supplied a sketch of what 
she wanted the finished top treatment to look like, but it was up to 
the workroom to figure out the actual pattern-making and fabrica-
tion to create a piece that gathered and hung properly. In this case, 
the workroom determined it was best to install the ball fringe on the 
inside edges of the folds, rather than the outside, to  better enhance 
the panels. 

This treatment also required a skilled and talented installer, not just 
to properly hang these enormous draperies, but to fully dress out the 
complicated top treatment to give it the dimension and look the de-
signer envisioned.

dETAILS
CREDITS: Designer: Karen Pepper, Edwin Pepper Interiors, St. 
Louis, Mo. Workroom and installer: Joe Koehler, Edwin Pep-
per Interiors. Photographer: Michael Pepper, Edwin Pepper 
Interiors.
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dIANe PresToN
DIANE’S INTERIOR CREATIONS

dETAILS
CREDITS: Designers: Jerome Farris and 
Miller Caudle, Peddler Interiors, Murfrees-
boro, Tenn.  Workroom: Interior Creations, 
Murfreesboro, Tenn. Installer: Bill Crick, 
B&B Metal Designs, Smyrna, Tenn. Photog-
rapher: Ambler Brown, Ambler Brown Pho-
tography, Knoxville, Tenn.

SOURCES: Main and contract fabrics: Fab-
ricut. Tassel trim, fringe and tassels: Kasmir. 
Drapery rod, rings and brackets: House Parts. 

wORKROOM STATEMENT
The designers wanted to create a window 
treatment to emphasize the Tudor theme 
of this masculine study. Rich, solid-colored, 
suede fabrics were chosen to complement 
the wall color and other accents in the room. 
The concept was a flat, ring-hung valance with 
horns creating a center scalloped section and 
two angled side pieces. The angled sides were 
designed to be just slightly larger than the sta-
tionary side panels and would come to a point 

six inches longer 
than the longest 
point of the cen-
ter scallop. Multi-
colored tassel trim 
followed the lower 
edge of the valance 
and the leading 
edges of the panels, 
with a coordinating 
tassel accenting the 
drop points of the 
valance. 

All fairly straight-
foward until Preston 
read a note on the 

designer’s sketch: “A phoenix with leaves or 
scrolls at the bottom” was to be appliquéd to 
the center section, while a cross and a crown 
were needed for the angled side sections.

Working from the rough, quick sketches the 
designers had made was not an option, so 
Preston started to reseach Tudor-inspired 
designs online. A cross and crown combina-
tion that worked when resized to 18 inches tall 
was agreed upon fairly quickly. However, the 
phoenix turned out to be much more of a chal-

lenge—the wings just never seemed to work in 
proportion with all the other elements.

After several renderings of various wing 
shapes a final phoenix was approved, and 
when Preston presented some fiery-looking 
leaf patterns to anchor the bird, the appliqué 
design was complete.

The valance was constructed according to 
the design with little difficulty, using iron-on 
stabilizer to adhere the patterns to the va-
lance. Banding and individual emblems were 
traced onto the stabilizer paper and then cut 
out. Both were then carefully positioned to 
their proper places on the valance and panels 
then pressed with a lot of steam to affix them 
permanently to the valance. The fabric edges 
frayed very slightly during the process, which 
gave a pleasantly aged appearance. 

“Installation day was very rewarding to me,” 
Preston said. “My hard work and attention to 
detail was rewarded by delighted designers 
and clients. No matter how hard I work on a 
project the ‘icing on the cake‘ is to hear ‘That is 
exactly what I had envisioned.’”  



Dozens of Finishes
Hundreds of Materials
Thousands of Fabrics

One Glamour Rod

A patented revolution in luxury window coverings launching May 2010

Imagine a custom drapery rod, finished with the most luxurious finishes, beautiful custom drapes, and now 

contained within our patented rod system, designer sun screen shades. Welcome to the Glamour Rod.

877.585.7755 | info@custom-shade.com | www.custom-shade.com

manufacturing
s h a d e
c u s t o m

Exclusively to the trade. Call for information on a re-seller near you.

{ Watch a video of how it works at YouTube.com/glamourrod }

March mag ad_01.indd   1 4/15/2010   3:55:10 PM

mailto:info@custom-shade.com
http://www.custom-shade.com
http://www.custom-shade.com
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ADVERTISEMENT

expo International introduces zoe, a bead 
and fiber ball fringe. This eclectic mixture 
of fiber and faceted beading measures ap-
proximately 3¼" wide and is available in 12 
fashionable décor colors. The trim shown 
is IR6600TSC, a combination of slate and 
chocolate from the “tranquil surf” col-
lection. Coordinating tassels and chair 
ties are also available. Order now and 
use coupon code VM62 to receive 10% off 
your total order. Coupon expires 8-31-10.  
Expointl.com • 800/542-4367

Amore’s award-winning Crown mas-
terpiece collection offers a wonderful 
selection of medallions, centerpieces, 

sidepieces, and holdbacks to create style-
forward window designs. Choose from 28 
hand finishes over the all-metal designs. 
The collection coordinates with Amoré’s  

rod and finial line. Amoré has become  
an important resource for designers  

seeking high-fashion drapery hardware. 
Call toll-free for catalog/color chips.

AmoreDraperyHardware.com • 877/440-0123

Stuff

The forest shuttle motorized 
system from forest Group is ul-
tra quiet thanks to touch control 
that operates the draperies by 
gently pulling to open or close. 
Backed by a 10- year warranty, 
a modular motor is used for 
various control options: radio 
frequency, wall switch, infrared, 
building/hotel automation, serial 
communication, and Z-wave. 
This system can be paired with 
the Forest Group Blind Control 
System (BCS) tubular motor to 
lift roman shades. And with one 
control, you can operate both 
your shades and draperies. The 
BCS motor can lift up to 50 lbs. 
ForestGroup.com • 800/487-9901

http://www.expointl.com
http://www.amoredraperyhardware.com
http://www.forestgroup.com
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Minutes Matter and WFCP Offer You the

Studio Designer
Coaching Program
Create renderings your clients will love and want to share with their 
friends. Move your company’s services out of the ordinary and into 
the extraordinary. The WFCP Studio Designer Coaching Program with 
Minutes Matter is offered exclusively to give you the ability to create 
professional renderings. Learning to utilize Studio to the max will give 
you the ability to accomplish these goals. 

•   The NOVICE level coaching 
program is designed to help 
beginners learn the skills and 
shortcuts needed to create 
professional renderings faster 
and with less frustration. 
Begins August 24, 2010

•  The ADVANCED level coaching 
program, will expose experi-
enced Studio users to tech-
niques and tools to add polish, 
depth and dimension to their 
renderings, and to use Studio to 
design brochures, newsletters 
and other marketing materials.* 
Begins August 26, 2010

The Studio Designer Coaching program, taught by Merlyn Corcoran, 
Studio Instructor with Minutes Matter, is offered in two levels:

Sign up today and save $50! 
Sign up for either Studio Coaching 
program (Novice or Advanced Level) 
today only pay $647. (Reg. price $697) 

Or use our interest-free payment plan 
of two payments of $323.50*.

*$100 non-refundable sign up deposit required with 
remaining balance due by August 2nd.

presented by

Visit minutesmatter.com or 
wf-vision.com/education.aspx for more information.

*Please email info@minutesmatter.com for required 
project materials to fulfi ll the prerequisite for advanced levels.

Stunning!
Change     standard into

studio_half.indd   1 6/4/10   11:44:34 AM

mailto:info@minutesmatter.com
http://www.unisoleil.com
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HT WINDOW FASHIONS

CALHOOK

EXCITING WINDOWS!

ABO WINDOW FASHION

ABO Window Fashion is a 
factory-direct supplier of 
drapery hardware and ac-
cessories. We carry various 
kinds of commercial tracks, 
traverse rods, extendable 
decorative rods, finials, tie 
backs, curtain rings, L brack-
ets, workroom supplies and 
much more. Traverse rods 

are available in one way or center open, single or double at extend-
able sizes 30-48", 48-84", 66-120", 84-126” and 120-228”. Please visit 
abowindow.com, call 866/326-1989 or email: info@abowindow.com.

Exciting Windows! for Business

Leaders in education, marketing and Internet technology. 

Now more than ever, it’s important to attract more customers, and 
have more profit. Request information to do it now! Email 
janet@excitingwindows.com or call 301.907.8888

HT Cellular Shades 
Cordless Top Down Bottom Up

HT window fashions® introduces 
cellular shade cordless top down 
bottom up. Building from HT du-
rable cordless system, cordless top 
down bottom up offers more op-
tion for light control, privacy and 
elegance. It has minimal view ob-
struction from the cord. It is easy 
to operate with handles. Best of all, 
this system is very easy to make by 
cellular shade fabricators. It leads 
the way in window coverings in-
novation. “Dare to compare”... a 

“new~view” on value. Visit www.htwfonline.com or call 800/879-9512 
for more information.

HT window fashions® introduces cellular shade
cordless top down bottom up. Building from
HT durable cordless system, cordless top 
down bottom up offers more option for light
control, privacy and elegance. It has minimal
view obstruction from the cord. It is easy to
operate with handles. Best of all, this system 
is very easy to make by cellular shade 
fabricators. It leads the way in window 
coverings innovation. 

“Dare to compare”... a “new~view” on value 

Visit www.htwfonline.com
Call 1800-879-9512 for more information.

HT WINDOW FASHIONS

HT Cellular Shades
Cordless Top Down Bottom Up
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ABSTRAX INC.

AMI is a complete 
solution for selling, 
reselling, and manu-
facturing custom 
shutters. As you se-
lect any combination 
of features, AMI in-
stantly performs the 
calculations to display, 
price, validate, and 
quote even the most 
complex shapes. AMI 

electronically transmits an order to the factory and automatically 
distributes manufacturing instructions tailored to that exact order. 
Manufacturers can deliver more complex shutters faster with virtu-
ally zero defects. In actual use, AMI has multiplied shutter profits 
and production several-fold. Contact us about our new scheduling 
system. Abstrax Inc.: 480/755-1700, abstrax.com.

Product 

CALHOOK has all the right 
hangers, fixtures, and racks 
for fabric samples. Wall sys-
tems and Max-Space™ floor 
displays make the best use 
of your available space and 
help manage samples ef-
ficiently. CALHOOK also 
supplies a full line of point-
of-purchase supplies and 
equipment for retailers. Call 
for a free catalog: 800/422-
4665 or visit us online at  
calhook.com.

mailto:info@abowindow.com
mailto:janet@excitingwindows.com
http://www.htwfonline.com
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WOODMART

UNIqUE WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS INC.

WOODMART

ONA DRAPERY

Ona Drapery Hardware Company 
brings exquisite designs and ex-
ceptional value together in our 
Classic Collection of Wrought 
Iron drapery hardware. All of our 
hardware is individually hand-
made and finished exactly to 
your specifications. We pride 
ourselves on quality workman-
ship, timely delivery and custom-
er satisfaction. Select from our 
Classic Collection and order with 
confidence.  Website: onadrap-
ery.com. Call for a free catalog: 
800/231-4025 or fax a request to 
888/231-4026.

Product 

Two designer showrooms 
to serve the east and west 
coasts of Florida, Fort Lau-
derdale and Sarasota; plus 
our new location in Green-
ville, SC. Fabrics from Dura-
lee, Kravet, Robert Allen, and 
many more. Over 20,000 
patterns and colors for  you 
to select from in the comfort 
of our facilities. Come in and 
let us assist in your selection.  
www.uniquewholesale.net; 
800/824-1277.  

5320 E. Arapahoe Ave. • Boulder, CO 80303
Ph: 800/231-4025 • www.onadrapery.com

CLASSIC COLLECTION

Style

Beauty

Drapery Hardware  Company
WROUGHT IRON

      Unique Wholesale Distributors, Inc.
                        800-824-1277
Two designer showrooms to serve the east 
and West coasts of Florida, Fort Lauderdale 
and Sarasota. Fabrics from Duralee, Kravet, 
Robert Allen and many more. Over 20,000 
patterns and colors for you to select from in 
the comfort of our facilities. Come in and 
let us assist in your selection. 

Exterior Shutters by Wood-
Mart. Made from Incense 
Cedar. Available in a quick 
ship standard design with 
3 louver options and/or 
raised panels. We also man-
ufacture custom exterior 
shutters with a variety of 
louver sizes, board and bat-
ten or Bahama Style. Visit 
us at Woodmart.com or call 
818/785-1528.

WoodMart is a fully inte-
grated manufacturer—from 
rough milling through fin-
ishing and packaging. Lou-
ver sizes range from 1" to 5". 
Visit us at woodmart.com 
or 818/785-1528.

http://www.uniquewholesale.net
http://www.onadrapery.com
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Resources
SOLAR SCREEN                           

LOG ON TO wF-VISION.cOM 
FOR ExCLUSIVE ONLINE  
STORIES, LINKS AND  
UPDATES ON THIS ISSUE.

–ONLINE ExCLUSIVES–

  Envision Design & Ingenuity 
Workroom Competitions 2010

  More photos and commentary 
from many of projects shown 
in this issue.

http://tinyurl.com/3xoxh8g
 
 Vision10: IWCE
  See more new products and 

photos from the show.
http://wf-vision.com/expo.aspx

 Shade Recall Information 
 and Updates
 Additional information and    
 links on this important issue.
http://tinyurl.com/3y59alj

 “Revolution” Press Release
 Download a pre-written press
 release that you can change 
 or modify as you wish. Put it  
 on your own letterhead and 
 send it out to your media list  
 to promote the value of  
 custom window treatments.
http://tinyurl.com/ye75mxz

 Here’s the Thing
  Join Beth Hodges, CWP, 

CWTC, and CHF instructor for 
unique ideas and inspiration 
that will fuel your success.

http://tinyurl.com/2ell4eo

 Industry News
  Up-to-date industry news and
 information, updated regularly.
http://tinyurl.com/23nw5q9

Plus, check out the Editor’s Blog  
for recent posts on trends, color, 
new products and more.

What’s 

New yorK desIGN weeK & NeoCoN:  we’ll be featuring show reports from 
IcFF and the other design events that took place in New York city this past May, 
as well highlights from chicago’s Neocon, the massive contract furnishings 
fair—it’s a great show for spotting new and innovative materials.

http://tinyurl.com/3xoxh8g
http://wf-vision.com/expo.aspx
http://tinyurl.com/3y59alj
http://tinyurl.com/ye75mxz
http://tinyurl.com/2ell4eo
http://tinyurl.com/23nw5q9
http://www.solar-screen.com


Venetian blinds, pleated shade,
Roman shade - all in one.

Unique patented product
design provides privacy,

light control and
elegant  fashions.

F a b r i c  S h a d e

Phone: 1-800-8799512  Fax  626-839-8861 distributed by :

the ultimate shade

www.htwfonl ine.com

Broad selection of fabrics,
colors and prints.

http://www.h
http://www.htwfronline.com


E N H A N C I N G  C U S T O M  W I N D O W  T R E A T M E N T S

Oversized decorative grommets from döfi x 

are available in several fi nishes including 

brass, nickel, black and white.

Unlimited design options 

- any fabric can be used.

Width and overlap of 

panels can be individually 

selected.

Smooth cascading action as one 

panel pulls another.

Available as custom packages 

made to customer specifi cations.

Easy to fabricate and install.

www.dofix.com

döfi x No Sew
1947 Ironway Dr.
Sanford, MI 48657
Ph.  800-962-8983; 989-687-7999
Fax: 877-687-7220; 989-687-7220
Web: http://www.dofi x.com

http://www.dofix.com
http://www.dofi
http://www.dofix.com
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